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a b s t r a c t

This paper provides an overview of the research conducted in the context of structural (or structured)
systems. These are parametrized models used to assess and design system theoretical properties
without considering a specific realization of the parameters (which could be uncertain or unknown).
The research in structural systems led to a principled approach to a variety of problems, into
what is known as structural systems theory. Hereafter, we perform a systematic overview of the
problems and methodologies used in structural systems theory since the latest survey by Dion
et al. in 2003. During this period, most of the focus seems to be on structural system’s properties
related to controllability/observability and decentralized control, in the context of linear time-invariant
systems, under the classic assumption that the parameters are independent and belonging to infinite
fields. Notwithstanding, it is notable an increase in research in topics that go beyond such scope
and underlying assumptions, as well as applications in a variety of domains. Lastly, we provide a
compilation of open questions on several settings and we discuss future directions in this field.

© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Structural (or, structured) systems theory consists of the prin-
ipled study of system-theoretic properties of parametrized dy-
amical systems, which parameters capture the structure of such
ystems. Therefore, a given parameter indicates if a state con-
ributes to the dynamics of another state. In other words, if a
arameter is identically zero, then there is no such contribution.
hus, the parameters establish an interdependency pattern be-
ween state variables, which is often referred to as a structural
or, structured) pattern.

A variety of system-theoretical properties (e.g., controllability
nd observability) can be assessed upon the possible numerical
ealization (i.e., the concrete values and, therefore, interdepen-
encies). To make it concrete, consider the following example in
he context of linear time-invariant (LTI) systems.

✩ This work was supported in part by projects: RELIABLE (PTDC/EEI-
AUT/3522/2020) funded by FCT/MCTES; and DynamiCITY (NORTE-01-0145-
FEDER-000073), funded by NORTE2020/PORTUGAL2020, through the European
Regional Development Fund. The material in this paper was not presented at
any conference. This paper was recommended for publication in revised form
by EditorSonia Martinez.
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1.1. An illustrative example

Consider a series resistance–inductance–capacitance (RLC) cir-
cuit with a power generator, depicted in Fig. 1. This circuit has a
resistance of R Ohm (Ω), an inductor with inductance of L Henry
(H), and a capacitor with capacitance of C Farad (F). Using the
irchhoff’s circuits laws, we can model the system’s evolution in
ontinuous-time with the following equations:

RiL(t) + Li̇L(t) + VC (t) = Vs(t)
CV̇C (t) = iC (t) = iL(t) H⇒ V̇C (t) =

1
C iL(t),

here iC (t) ∈ R and iL(t) ∈ R denote the current through the ca-
acitor and the inductor, respectively, and VC (t) ∈ R and Vs(t) ∈

R denote the capacitor and energy source voltages, respectively.
Now, we can write the state–space model, as a continuous-time
LTI system, modeled as ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), y(t) = Cx(t), t ≥ 0,
with state variables

x(t) =
[

VC (t) iL(t)
]
,

dynamics, input and output matrices given by

A =

[
0 1

C
−

1
L −

R
L

]
, B =

[
0 1

L

]⊺
, and C =

[
0 R

]
, (1)

respectively, where u(t) = Vs(t), and in this case y(t) is the
voltage at the terminals of the resistor.

Notice that we can identify properties about the structure of
the physical model presented above:
icle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. A series resistance–inductance–capacitance (RLC) circuit with a voltage
source.

• zero entries representing that some state variables do not
have direct action on others variables’ dynamics;

• some entries that depend on the system’s parameters, re-
lated via algebraic relationships.

A standard approach to study various properties of the sys-
tem implies obtaining the values of the physical parameters.
We may obtain these values numerically, for instance, via ex-
perimentally measurements, or the components’ physical values
may be given by the constructor. Once we get a standard state–
space representation including numerical data, we can resort to
state–space theory to study some system-theoretical properties
(e.g., controllability and observability).

Another possibility is to study the properties using symbolic
calculus, i.e., without setting the parameter values. Such an ap-
proach can state powerful properties exploring relations between
parameters. Notwithstanding, following this path becomes pro-
hibitive as the dimension of the system grows, and, even when it
is possible, we may get cumbersome conditions in terms of the
parameters.

An approach that bridges the gap between the two aforemen-
tioned ones is to consider solely the structure of the system.
More specifically, the focus is only on the structural pattern of the
arametric model in (3) (i.e., matrices A, B, and C). A structural
attern is characterized by the parameters that are always equal
o zero – referred to as fixed zeros – and denoted by 0, and the free
arameters that take values (possibly including zero) in a given
ield — referred to as a free parameter. In the example in (1), we
ould have

¯ =

[
0 λ1
λ2 λ3

]
, B̄ =

[
0
λ4

]
, and C̄ =

[
0 λ5

]
, (2)

ith λ1, . . . , λ5 ∈ R.
In 1974, Lin Lin (1974) provided the first results of what

ould grow to be structural systems theory. Specifically, he intro-
uced the notion of structural controllability (i.e., the structural
ounterpart of controllability) for single-input LTI systems, where
he parameters were assumed to be real and independent of
ach other. An interesting aspect of structural controllability, and
ther structural properties (e.g., observability and fixed modes
n decentralized control), is that they hold for almost all pos-
ible realizations of the independent parameters belonging to
nfinite fields. Yet, despite this asset of structural systems, this
haracterization exists since at least 1962 (Markus & Lee, 1962).
tructural properties allow an assessment of systems’ necessary
onditions, but in general, from them one cannot quantify such
ystem properties (e.g., obtain the controllability/observability
easures through the respective Grammians). Nonetheless, in
any cases, this limitation is relative, since such assessment
ight be prohibitive when dealing with large scale systems — see
emark 1.
In this overview, we position the research in perspective to

he latest survey in the field conducted by Dion, Commault, and
an Der Woude (2003) — see Table 1.
2

Most recent research was done in the context of LTI systems,
and the characterization of structural system-theoretical proper-
ties suitable to perform the design of structural systems attaining
such properties. Yet, structural counterparts of system-theoretical
properties for several dynamical systems, beyond LTI systems,
and classical (implicit) assumptions on the independence of the
parameters were proposed. Therefore, emerging topics have not
been studied in greater depth as others and, naturally, lead to
smaller-in-length sections — see Table of Content below for an
overview of the different topics.

Briefly, we start with an overview in the context of structural
systems theory for LTI systems, where a large body of research
was done in the context of structural controllability/observability,
decentralized control, and fault detection and isolation. In fact,
it is remarkable the amount of applications where structural
systems theory is used to assess systems’ properties. Thus, giving
evidence of its usefulness in the practice of control engineering,
as well as a scientific tool to make discoveries (e.g., in the field of
network science).

We wrap up this overview with some envisioned directions to-
wards structural-convex optimization. That is, the use of discrete-
convex optimization – a term coined by Murota (2009b) that
refers to a combination of a first step of discrete optimization
(solvable with polynomial time complexity) to cover discrete
analogues of the fundamental concepts such as conjugacy, sub-
gradients, the Fenchel rain-max duality, separation theorems and
the Lagrange duality framework, plus a second stage of convex (or
convexification) optimization — in the context of control systems,
where structural systems can guarantee the feasibility of the
corresponding optimization problems.

2. Linear time-invariant systems

A variety of dynamical systems including mechanical and elec-
trical systems can be modeled/described by a linear time-invariant
(LTI) system. For example, multi-agent systems, social networks,
and biological systems, just to name a few. These can be described
by a linear time-invariant (LTI) system, whose (discrete-time)
state–space representation is given by

x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t), t = 0, 1, . . . ,

(3)

where x(t) ∈ Rn is the state, x(0) = x0 is the initial condition,
u(t) ∈ Rp is the input, and y(t) ∈ Rq is the output.

With some abuse of notation, it is common to denote the free
parameters with the symbol ⋆, where ‘‘⋆’s’’ in different locations
correspond to different free parameters (Shields & Pearson, 1976).
For our illustrative example, the structural (i.e., the structural
pattern) version of the RLC circuit in (2) is represented as

Ā =

[
0 ⋆

⋆ ⋆

]
, B̄ =

[
0
⋆

]
, and C̄ =

[
0 ⋆

]
. (4)

Structural patterns play a key role in structural systems as they
admit a representation as a directed graph (digraph) (Cormen,
Leiserson, Rivest, & Stein, 2009), and several structural proper-
ties (e.g., structural controllability, structural observability, and
structurally fixed modes) can be characterized by properties of
such digraphs. The digraph consists of a set of vertices (or nodes)
and directed edges. The representation of the systems dynamics
is provided by the state digraph G(Ā) = (X , E), where X =

{x1, . . . , xn} denote vertices labeled by the states of the system,
and E = {(xi, xj) : Āij ̸= 0} are the edges capturing the
dependencies between the states. For the RLC example, the state
digraph G(Ā) is depicted in Fig. 2(a).

Input(-state) and output(-state) digraphs can be similarly ob-
tained by considering, together with the dynamics matrix, the
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Table 1
Summary of structural systems research directions before and after Dion et al. survey (Dion et al., 2003). A ‘‘–’’ means that the previous
survey did not specifically focus on the subtopic.

Structural systems theory

Research directions Before Dion et al. survey After Dion et al.
suvery

Structural controllability Basile and Marro (1969), Glover and
Silverman (1976), Lin (1974), Markus
and Lee (1962), Shields and Pearson
(1976)

Sections 2.1–2.7

Aling and Schumacher (1984), Dion
and Commault (1982), Reinschke and
Reinschke (1988), Suda, Wan, and
Ueno (1989), Wonham (1985)
Commault, Dion, and Perez (1991),
Van Der Woude (1991)

Decoupling and disturbance rejection Commault et al. (1991), Descusse and
Dion (1982), Dion and Commault
(1993), Linnemann (1981),
Schumacher (1980)

Sections 2.8 and 5.1

Commault, Dion, and Hovelaque
(1997), Dion, Commault, and
Montoya (1994), Van Der Woude
(1996)

Decentralized control Kobayashi and Nakamizo (1987),
Kobayashi and Yoshikawa (1982),
Linnemann (1983), Sezer and Šiljak
(1981)

Section 5.3

Kong and Seo (1996), Reinschke,
Jantzen, and Evans (1992), Trave,
Titli, and Tarras (1989)

Fault detection and isolation (FDI) Commault, Dion, Sename, and
Motyeian (2002), Frank (1996),
Roberts (2001)

Sections 2.9–5.2

Other Subclasses of Structural Systems – Section 3

Variations on Structural Systems Theory – Section 4

Applications – Section 5
t
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Fig. 2. Digraph representations from (4) of the structural matrix (state digraph)
G(Ā), in (a), and input- and output-state digraph, G(Ā, B̄, C̄), in (b).

nput and output matrices, respectively. Specifically, the input
ertices only have outgoing edges to the states, whereas the
utput vertices only have incoming edges from the states. In these
ases, the edges from the inputs to the states represent which
tates are under the direct influence of the actuators/controller,
hereas the edges to the output vertices encode the observa-
ions/measurements of the states obtained by the sensors.

In summary, the digraph representation yields a simple way
o visualize the dependencies between the system’s variables.
urthermore, it enables us to study (structural) systems proper-
ies as graphical properties for which there might exist efficient
lgorithms to either assess them or design systems having such
roperties. In Fig. 2(b), we depict the input and output state
igraph of the RLC example, G(Ā, B̄, C̄).
In what follows, we focus on the discrete-time LTI system.

otwithstanding, most results readily apply to continuous-time
TI, and we will specify when this is not the case.
 p

3

2.1. Structural controllability

Structural controllability of the LTI system described by the
dynamics and input matrices with structural pattern (Ā, B̄) is
attained if and only if there exists a controllable system described
by (A, B) with the same structural pattern as (Ā, B̄). It is possible
invoke measure theoretical arguments to establish that structural
controllability is a generic property when parameters belong to
an infinite field (Lin, 1974). More precisely, a pair of matrices
(A0, B0) is structurally controllable if and only if for every ε > 0
there exists a controllable pair (A1, B1) with the same structure of
(A0, B0) – i.e., (Ā0, B̄0) = (Ā1, B̄1) – such that ∥A1 − A0∥ ≤ ε and
∥B1 − B0∥ ≤ ε, where ∥ · ∥ is any matrix norm. In other words, if
here is a pair (A1, B1) with the same structural pattern as (Ā0, B̄0),
hen almost all pairs (A′, B′) with the same structural pattern lead
o controllable systems. From this point on, we say that a pair
Ā, B̄) is structurally controllable, as the property depends only
n the structural pattern, meaning that for any (A0, B0) with the
tructure of (Ā, B̄), the previous property holds.
In particular, it follows that if one replaces the nonzero entries

n (Ā, B̄) at random by entries drawn from a continuous distribu-
ion whose measure has support1 in a nonzero Lebesgue measure
et, such pair will be almost surely controllable. Note also that if
pair (Ā, B̄) is not structurally controllable, then there exists no
ealization of a controllable pair (A, B) with such a structural pat-
ern. Thus, structural controllability entails a necessary condition
or controllability.

To assess structural controllability, we can use a variety of
raph theoretical tools like an auxiliary (undirected) bipartite

1 The support of a probability distribution function f : R → R is the set of
oints such that f is not zero.
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raph on which we can find maximum matchings (Dion et al.,
003). The undirected bipartite graph, B(Ā) = (XL ∪ XR, EXL,XR ),

is built from the system digraph, G(Ā) = (X , EX ,X ), with Ā ∈

{0, ⋆}n×n, as follows. The disjoint sets of (left and right) vertices
XL and XR are created as XL = {xLi : i = 1, . . . , n} and XR =

{xRi : i = 1, . . . , n}, respectively. The set of edges is EXL,XR =

{(xLi , x
R
j ) : (xi, xj) ∈ EX ,X }. A maximum matching of B(Ā) =

(XL ∪ XR, EXL,XR ) is a set of edges M∗ that is a solution of the
optimization problem

M∗
= argmax

M⊆EXL,XR

|M|

such that (u, v), (u′, v′) ∈ M iff u ̸= u′, v ̸= v′.

Finding a maximum matching in a bipartite graph leads to a de-
composition of the digraph into disjoint paths and cycles, see the
example in Fig. 5. Notice that an undirected edge in the bipartite
graph corresponds to a directed edge in the state digraph. For
example, in Fig. 5(c) the undirected edge (xL1, x

R
2) corresponds to

the edge (x1, x2) in Fig. 5(a). In fact, such a decomposition has
the minimum number of paths (possibly degenerated, i.e., single
vertices) and an arbitrary number of cycles (see Lemma 3 of Pe-
quito, Kar, & Aguiar, 2015a for more details). Such decomposition
in paths and cycles of the digraph plays a critical role in the notion
of structural controllability (Dion et al., 2003). More generally,
all maximum matchings can be described through the so-called
Dulmage–Mendelsohn decomposition that plays a role in char-
acterizing the fixed controllable subspace (Commault, van der
Woude, & Boukhobza, 2017). The Dulmage–Mendelsohn decom-
position encodes the partition of the vertices of a bipartite graph
into subsets that satisfy the following property: any two adjacent
vertices belong to the same subset if and only if they are paired
in a maximum matching of the graph. Intuitively, such encoding
can be done through a matrix in a block diagonal form (after
proper left and right permutations), where the following hold:
(i) the maximum number of nonzero entries in the diagonal
that identify the edges in a maximum matching, and (ii) any
permutation on the columns and rows of the block yields the
same number of nonzero entries in the diagonal that characterize
all the maximum matchings.

Nonetheless, it is possible to assess structural controllabil-
ity by resorting to other methods, e.g., dynamic graph proper-
ties (Van Der Woude, Commault, & Boukhobza, 2019). In this
work, the authors studied linear structural systems and focused
on the fixed part of the controllable subspace of such systems.
To do so, they use the concept of dynamic graphs, which not
only represent the structure of the system but also its evolution
in time. To further represent the evolution in time, the dynamic
graph has n(n + m) nodes and nk edges, where n and m denote
the number of states and inputs, respectively, and k the number of
nonzeros in the system matrices. Hence, it is a different interpre-
tation, whose advantage concerning the Dulmage–Mendelsohn
decomposition is yet to be established.

It is worth noticing that the study of the structural observabil-
ity of a pair (Ā, C̄) is equivalent (by duality) to the study of the
structural controllability of the pair (Ā⊺, C̄⊺).

It is important to stress, however, that the representation
choice leads to different (discrete) combinatorial optimization
problems — some of which can be efficiently solved, whereas
others enable us only to obtain efficient approximate solutions
with possible optimality guarantees, as we explore and detail
in the subsequent sections. While the computational efficiency
of different representation choices for assessing structural sys-
tems properties may not differ much, these representations can
make the difference when designing systems that possess such
structural properties. To make a parallel that is more familiar for
this paper’s possible audience, a (classical) optimization problem
 l

4

may seem nonconvex, yet it might admit a convex representation
that ensures the use of computationally efficient numerical al-
gorithms to determine its solution. Nonetheless, different convex
representations might be possible for the same problem (i.e., lin-
ear program, quadratic program, geometric, second-order cone
program, or semi-definite program), but they require numerical
algorithms that have different computational efficiency.

2.2. Designing systems to attain structural controllability

In the context of designing structural systems that attain
structural controllability, there are two main classes of problems:
(i) actuator placement (or input/actuator selection) problem;
and (ii) structural dynamics design problem (i.e., addition of
inter-dependencies between state variables).

Let Θ ≡ Θ(A, B) be a collection of the interesting parameters
in A and/or B and LΘ be an objective function that assigns a
cost to each combination of interesting parameters in Θ , LΘ :

n×n
×Rn×p

→ R parametrized by Θ , and where (A, B) describes
he model (3). Therefore, from a structural perspective, we seek
o determine the solution to the following problem in terms of
he generic controllability

in
Θ

LΘ (A, B)

s.t. grank
Θ

(C(A, B)) = n, (5)

where grank is the generic rank of C(A, B), i.e., the maximum rank
that can be achieved with matrices (A, B) that possess the same
structural pattern as (Ā, B̄), and C(A, B) = [B AB A2B . . . An−1B]
s the controllability matrix used to establish the controllability of
system described by (A, B) (i.e., the rank of the controllability
atrix equals the dimension n of the state). Notice that, for large
atrices, when we analyze the rank of the controllability matrix
p to a certain computational precision, we may get more linearly
ependent column (or row) vectors than the real number. This
ssue leads to a matrix rank that is smaller than the real value.
urthermore, it is interesting to notice that structural control-
ability also emerges as a way to assess controllability under
umerical instability caused by computational precision issues
hat we can find in the finite-horizon Grammian — see Remark 1.

emark 1 (Inadequacy of Finite-Horizon Grammian to Evaluate
ontrollability). Consider the use of the finite horizon controlla-

bility Gramian associated with (A, B) and a finite horizon value
k > 0, given by

W =

k−1∑
i=0

AiBB⊺(A⊺)i,

hich describes the controllability energy through its eigenval-
es’ sum. Additionally, consider the matrix A as the adjacency
atrix of the digraph depicted in Fig. 3(a), and add a uniformly

generated random noise solely to the entry A21 = 1, where the
noise is uniformly generated from the interval ]−ε, ε[ to simulate
computational precision errors, for different ε > 0 values ranging
from 0 up to 0.0001. If ε = 0 then we consider the absence of
noise (no computational precision errors). In Fig. 3(b), for k =

0, we illustrate the absolute value of the Gramian eigenvalues’
um variation for different values of ε, defined as ∆tr(σ (W )) =

tr(σ (W )) − tr(σ (Wε))|, where Wε is the finite horizon Gramian
ith k = 10 and matrix A with noise ε added to the entry A21.
bserve that a minimal perturbation to a single entry of ma-
rix A produces substantial changes in the Gramian eigenvalues’
um. Therefore, quantitative assessment of controllability energy
ight be misleading, and we should pursue other methods that
nable us to assess controllability among other properties for
arge scale systems. ◦
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Fig. 3. In (a), a digraph with 10 vertices is depicted, G ≡ G(A). In (b), we depict
the variation of the eigenvalues trace using the finite horizon Gramian matrix,
with k = 10, when we add uniformly generated noise with radius ε only to the
entry A21 . Notice that a small ε value can reflect in a ∆tr(σ (W )) in the order of
105

× ε.

Fig. 4. Digraph representation of the structural matrix Ā, G(Ā).

We refer to the pair (Ā, B̄) as being structurally controllable if
and only if grank(C(A, B)) = n, where (A, B) have the structural
pattern (Ā, B̄). Thus, we can reformulate the latter problem (5),
as

min
Ā∈{0,⋆}n×n

B̄∈{0,⋆}n×p

LΘ (Ā, B̄)

s.t. (Ā, B̄) structurally controllable,
(6)

where LΘ : {0, ⋆}n×n
× {0, ⋆}n×p

→ R, and the combinatorial
nature of the problem becomes apparent.

2.2.1. Actuator placement
In the actuator placement (or, input) design context, given Ā

one often seeks to determine B̄ that minimizes a given objective
function. For instance, the objective could be ∥B̄∥0, which implies
that one seeks to determine the minimum number of state vari-
ables that need to be actuated to ensure structural controllability.
Briefly, given Ā, find B̄∗

∈ {0, ⋆}n×p that solves

min
B̄∈{0,⋆}n×p

∥B̄∥0

s.t. (Ā, B̄) structurally controllable.
(7)

Problem (7), and some of its variations, can be addressed effi-
ciently (using polynomial-time algorithms) in terms of a combi-
nation of graph-theoretical procedures, see Pequito et al. (2015a).
The solution consists of two steps: (i) identifying the maximum
matchings on the state bipartite graph, and (ii) computing the
unique decomposition of the state digraph into its strongly con-
nected components (SCC), i.e., disjoint subgraphs with the property
that there exists a path between any two vertices in each sub-
graph. As such, if we consider the additional constraint that at
most one nonzero entry per column in B̄ (i.e., the inputs are ded-
icated, meaning that each input actuates only one state variable),
then the minimum number of dedicated inputs (i.e., nonzero
columns) is given by

m = max{1, r + β − α},
5

Fig. 5. Digraph representation G(Ā, B̄) of two possible solutions to the problem
stated in (7). A solution with dedicated inputs is depicted in (a), and a non-
dedicated input scenario is depicted in (b). The edges in gray are the path and
cycle decomposition obtained from a maximum matching of B(Ā), depicted by
the gray edges in (c), with maximum assignability index. The sets of vertices
inside the dotted gray boxes are the source-SCCs. Finally, the square vertices
depict input variables.

where r is the number of right-unmatched vertices of the associ-
ated bipartite graph (i.e., the starting vertices of the edges that do
not belong to a maximum matching), β is the number of source-
SCC (i.e., connected components without incoming edges into
their vertices, denoted by N⊤

1 , . . . ,N
⊤

k ), and α is the maximum
assignability index of the network. The maximum assignability
index, α, is the maximum number of source-SCC that contains
right-unmatched vertices among all maximum matchings of the
state bipartite graph. Besides, it is possible to compute a com-
putationally efficient solution by reformulating the problem as
a weighed maximum matching problem that can be solve with
the Hungarian matching algorithm (Cormen et al., 2009). In other
words, a solution with maximum assignability index α can be
constructed by properly defining a cost for each edge in the bipar-
tite graph, and computing a maximum matching with maximum
cost (where the cost is the sum of each edge cost in the maximum
matching). This idea of reducing the actuator placement to a
maximum matching problem is further explored in variation of
the previous problem, that we detail next.
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To exemplify the above results, consider the structural matrix

Ā =

⎡⎣ 0 ⋆ 0 0 0 0
⋆ 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ⋆ 0 0 0
⋆ 0 0 0 ⋆ 0
0 0 ⋆ ⋆ 0 0
0 0 0 ⋆ ⋆ 0

⎤⎦ ,
with digraph representation depicted in Fig. 4.

Two possible solutions to the problem in (7) are illustrated
in Fig. 5(a)–(b), where Ā is associated with the state digraph
depicted in Fig. 4. Similarly, in Commault and Dion (2015), the
authors provide a polynomial complexity algorithm (i.e., an algo-
rithm that can be efficiently computed, and whose computation-
time is bounded by a polynomial that depends on the size of the
algorithm inputs (Arora & Barak, 2009)) to achieve structural con-
trollability for single-input systems. In this case, we simply have
to check if it is possible to have a maximum matching that leads
to placing the single input in the source-SCC (a single input is
only possible when there is only one source-SCC). Specifically, we
just need consider an input to each state variable in the source-
SCC and verify if there exists a maximum matching satisfying the
required conditions.

Other variants of the actuator placement problems have been
suggested and addressed in the literature. An example is the com-
putation of the minimum number of inputs to ensure structural
controllability, without restricting to single-input systems. The
solution equals the number r of right-unmatched vertices of the
state bipartite graph, which can be solved with time complexity
given by O(n3). Alternatively, one can consider the minimum
actuation cost on either the inputs (Pequito, Kar, & Pappas, 2015)
or the state variables actuated (Pequito, Kar, & Aguiar, 2016).
These problems can be solved by resorting to computationally
efficient (i.e., O(n + m

√
n), where m denotes the number of

onzero entries of A) (Olshevsky, 2015). In Doostmohammadian
nd Khan (2019), the authors look into the particular case of
elf-damping systems, where the use of maximum matchings is
aived, and computational complexity reduces to that of finding
he SCCs of the state digraph (i.e., O(n2)).

Notwithstanding, such computational complexities might still
e prohibitive when dealing with large-scale systems and, there-
ore, in Shirani Faradonbeh, Tewari, and Michailidis (2017), the
uthors propose using fast maximum matching algorithms with
ptimality guarantees. Specifically, instead of incurring O(m

√
n)

ime complexity to compute a maximum matching, it can be
pproximated with fast methods that hold linear time complex-
ty (i.e., O(n)). The author proposes the use of the Karp–Sipser
lgorithm (Karp & Sipser, 1981) and presents a generalization
alled the one-sided Karp–Sipser algorithm. Alternatively, ran-
om sampling schemes can be considered (also with certain
pproximation guarantees) (Jia & Barabási, 2013; Ravandi, Ansari,
Mili, 2019). In Ravandi et al. (2019), the authors study the

tatistical characteristics of the actuator placement problem by
andomly selecting and assessing the resultant controllability
roperties of complex networks, whereas in Jia and Barabási
2013), a random sampling algorithm is developed to address
he actuator placement problem. The algorithm not only pro-
ides a statistical estimate of the control capacity, but also to
ridge the gap between multiple microscopic control configu-
ations and macroscopic properties of the underlying network
these results for the actuator placement problem comple-
ent some available heuristics to find a maximum matching

or directed networks (Chatterjee, Das, Naskar, Pal, & Mukherjee,
013).

emark 2. In contrast with the sparsest minimum structural
ontrollability problem in (7) that is polynomially solvable, the

sparsest) minimum controllability problem (i.e., the non-

6

structural counterpart) is NP-hard2 (Olshevsky, 2014). Interest-
ingly, by invoking the fact that structural controllability holds
generically when the parameters belong to infinite fields, it fol-
lows that given an arbitrary matrix A with the structure A,
the (sparsest) minimum controllability problem is almost surely
polynomially solvable. ◦

Remark 3. An important application of the actuator placement
problem is that of leader selection in the context of multi-agent
systems (Blackhall & Hill, 2010; Commault & Dion, 2013). In Com-
mault and Dion (2013) the authors present a unified framework
for controllability via different input addition settings for dynam-
ical graph-based systems. The paper investigates the structural
mechanisms of controllability resulting from an input addition (or
leader selection) under different assumptions, presenting a struc-
tural characterization of all the solutions. The authors in Blackhall
and Hill (2010) extended the notion of network controllability
of structural linear systems, providing a criterion to assess the
structural controllability of large networks, using only local in-
formation about each system in the network and the network
interconnection structure.

In this context, it is possible to assess the selection of lead-
ers to ensure resilience as well as analytical properties that
ensure the network to be resilient (Jafari, Ajorlou, & Aghdam,
2011). In addition, it is also possible to determine an efficient
solution to the distributed leader selection that builds upon struc-
tural controllability, yet it guarantees (non-structural) control-
lability by determining proper weights in a fully distributed
fashion (Pequito, Preciado, & Pappas, 2015; Tsiamis, Pequito, &
Pappas, 2017). The work in Pequito, Preciado, and Pappas (2015)
determines the minimum subset of agents that should act as lead-
ers. Also, when the communication graph is time-invariant, the
authors design a communication protocol (i.e., select the weights
for the agents’ linear updates) to ensure some control-theoretic
specifications and/or performance guarantees. In Tsiamis et al.
(2017), the problem is extended and addressed for switching
networks of high-order integrators. ◦

It is worth noticing that changes in the assumptions of the ac-
tuator placement problem might lead to a NP-hard problem (Pe-
quito, Kar, & Aguiar, 2015b). For instance, consider the following
optimization problem: given Ā and B̄, determine the smallest
subcollection of inputs B(I) ensuring structural controllability,
where I ⊂ {1, . . . , p} denotes the labels of the inputs described
by the columns of the matrix B̄, i.e.,

min
I⊂{1,...,p}

|I|

s.t. (Ā, B̄(I)) structurally controllable.
(8)

In fact, the decision version of the problem in (8) is NP-
complete3 (Assadi, Khanna, Li, & Preciado, 2015). Briefly
speaking, this problem is as difficulty as several of the other
well-known NP-complete problems. Nonetheless, it is possible
to determine efficient approximations with provable optimality
guarantees (Moothedath, Chaporkar, & Belur, 2018a) by formu-
lating a new graph-theoretic necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for checking structural controllability using flow-networks,
and proposing a polynomial reduction of the problem to the
minimum-cost fixed-flow problem – an NP-hard problem for which
polynomial approximation algorithms exist.

Additionally, as systems increase their dimension, it is of in-
terest to determine the conditions that allow us to assess struc-
tural controllability efficiently by possibly considering composite

2 A problem P is in NP if, given a candidate solution to the problem, it can
e verified if it is indeed a solution in polynomial time. A problem P is NP-hard
hen every problem P ′ in NP can be reduced in polynomial time to P .
3 A problem is NP-complete if it is both in NP and NP-hard.
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ystems or leveraging distributed algorithms (Carvalho, Pequito,
guiar, Kar, & Johansson, 2017).

.2.2. Sensor placement
The sensor placement problem seeks to determine the sensors

o be deployed, or sensing capabilities,

(t) = Cx(t), (9)

with y(t) ∈ Rm, required to attain structurally observability – a
system is structurally observable if and only if there exists an
observable (A, C) with the structural pattern (Ā, C̄). By invok-
ing the duality between controllability and observability in the
context of LTI systems, it readily follows that all the actuator
placement problems can be posed as sensor placement problems
and vice-versa.

Notwithstanding, a variety of sensor placement problems have
been proposed in Boukhobza, Hamelin, and Martinez-Martinez
(2007) and Commault and Dion (2007). Specifically, the authors
of Commault and Dion (2007) considered observer-based FDI
problems for linear structural systems with disturbances, focus-
ing on when, using the measurements available on the system,
the problem has no solution. The authors considered that new
sensors could be placed on the system at some cost. They studied
solutions with a minimal number of additional sensors with
minimal cost, presented in simple and intuitive graph terms.
In Boukhobza et al. (2007), the authors propose a graph-theoretic
tool to analyze the state and input structural observability of
structural linear systems. They present necessary and sufficient
conditions for state and unknown input structural observability,
providing a method with polynomial-time computational com-
plexity.

In Liu and Sinopoli (2018), the authors propose to determine
a collection of sensors to ensure that a certain observability
subspace allows the retrieval of certain state variables of in-
terest. Additionally, sensor placement can be achieved under
possible cost constraints (Liu, Niu, & Ren, 2019; Liu, Zhang, &
Tian, 2017). More specifically, Liu et al. (2017) tackle the optimal
control configuration design problem of multi-agent systems,
where the costs to control or measure are nonuniform among
agents. The authors reduce the problem to the structural con-
trollability problem of a bilinear system with minimum cost and
present a polynomial-time optimization algorithm to determine
the controlled nodes and measured nodes. In Liu et al. (2019),
the control configuration design of bilinear networks is studied.
Under the assumptions that the costs to actuate or measure are
nonuniform and the dynamics matrix has independent entries,
the authors devise a method with polynomial-time complexity to
address this design problem with heterogeneous costs. In Doost-
mohammadian, Rabiee, Zarrabi, and Khan (2018), the authors
propose to leverage the structure of the parametric models by
performing contractions of the graph (i.e., to obtain equivalence
classes of parametric models). Two states, xi and xj, are in the
same equivalence class whenever

grank
([

A
Ci

])
= grank

([
A
Cj

])
= grank (A)+ 1,

where Ci and Cj denote the observability matrices of states xi and
j, respectively.
In Commault, Dion, and Do (2011), sensor placement is consid-

red to achieve disturbance rejection by measurement feedback.
dditionally, sensor placement can be considered to attain re-
ilience/robustness with respect to sensor failure that maintain
tructural observability (Boukhobza, 2010; Boukhobza & Hamelin,
009; Commault, Dion, et al., 2008). Using a graph-theoretical
pproach, in Commault, Dion, et al. (2008), the observability
7

preservation under sensor failure is studied, classifying the sen-
sors concerning their critical nature concerning observability. The
work in Boukhobza and Hamelin (2009) deals with the prob-
lem of additional sensor location to recover the state and in-
put observability for structural linear systems. To recover the
generic state and input observability of structural linear sys-
tems, Boukhobza (2010) provides the minimal number of the
required extra sensors and either their location or necessary and
sufficient conditions to be satisfied by any permitted location.

Lastly, in Kruzick, Pequito, Kar, Moura, and Aguiar (2018),
the authors address the sensor placement when backbone nodes
(e.g., routers) are considered in the context of sensor networks.

In the context of learning the model parameters (i.e., to per-
form system identification), it would be interesting to find where
to place sensors that would allow structural learning – i.e., sen-
sor placement to attain structural identifiability in the sense of
Bellman and Åström (1970). Some aspects towards structural
learning have been addressed in Jacquez and Greif (1985), but
necessary and sufficient conditions are lacking. That said, some
necessary or sufficient conditions are available, see for instance
(Agbi & Krogh, 2014; Cantó, Coll, & Sánchez, 2009). In Agbi and
Krogh (2014), the problem of identifying large building models
is addressed by developing a theoretical framework for decen-
tralized identification of such models, using a novel heuristic
to decompose large building models into zone models using
graph theory. The work in citecanto2009structural presents a
mathematical model to describe a dialysis process based on lin-
ear dynamic systems and addresses the problem of estimat-
ing the system parameters to obtain conditions to assure their
uniqueness.

2.2.3. Dynamics design problem to attain structural controllability
In contrast with the actuator placement problem, where the

goal is to add actuation capabilities, the dynamics design problem
focus on changing the structural pattern of the dynamics to en-
sure structural controllability under given actuation capabilities.
Specifically, given (Ā, B̄), find the sparsest structural perturbation
∆̄∗

∈ {0, ⋆}n×n that is a solution to the following problem:

min
∆̄∈{0,⋆}n×n

∥∆̄∥0

s.t. (Ā + ∆̄, B̄) structurally controllable.
(10)

The problem in (10) can be efficiently solved (Chen, Pequito,
Pappas, & Preciado, 2018; Mu, Li, Zou, & Li, 2019; Zhang &
Zhou, 2019b). More specifically, in Chen et al. (2018), the authors
address the problem of optimally modifying the topology of a
directed dynamical network to ensure structural controllabil-
ity. They propose a framework with polynomial-time complexity
to find the minimum number of directed edges that need to
be added to the network topology to generate a structurally
controllable system. The problem of selecting the minimal num-
ber of subsystem interconnection links is studied in Zhang and
Zhou (2019b), under the requirement of constructing a struc-
turally controllable networked dynamic system. The authors de-
rive a heuristic method with provable approximation bounds
and low computational complexity. In Mu et al. (2019), through
some proper adjustments, the authors address the minimum in-
put/edge addition problem of newly obtained networked systems
by reducing it to a maximum matching problem. They present
effective criteria to assure structural controllability for the net-
worked systems via adding minimum extra control inputs or
minimum extra edges.

Furthermore, the problem in (10) is associated with the re-
silience and security of structural systems, where the problem
is that of determining the impact of edges failure/removal in
the structural controllability (Alcaraz & Wolthusen, 2014; Jafari,
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jorlou, Aghdam, & Tafazoli, 2010; Rahimian & Aghdam, 2013;
amos, Pequito, Aguiar, & Kar, 2015; Zhang, Xia, Zhang, & Shang,
020). In Ramos et al. (2015), the authors define p-robustness
o ensure the proper functioning of the electric power grids, in
he sense of guaranteeing generic controllability of the associated
ynamical system, under arbitrary p transmission line failures.
hey provide conditions to ensure p-robustness and an algorithm
hat determines the minimum number of transmission lines to
dd to transform a non-robust (0-robust) electric power grid into
1-robust electric power grid.
In Jafari et al. (2010), the structural controllability of a leader–

ollower multi-agent system is considered. The authors introduce
he notions of p-link and q-agent controllability. They measure
he controllability of the system in the presence of failures in
ommunication links or agents. Necessary and sufficient condi-
ions for the system to remain structurally controllable in these
cenarios are presented, and polynomial-time algorithms devel-
ped to determine the maximum number of each type of failure
an occur while keeping the structural controllability. The same
roblem is studied in Rahimian and Aghdam (2013). The authors
ntroduce indices and importance measures that help charac-
erize and quantify the role of individual links and agents in
he controllability of the overall network. Moreover, the authors
dentify a class of digraphs where joint the introduced measure
s a necessary and sufficient condition for the system to remain
ontrollable after the failure of any set with bounded number of
inks and agents.

The paper in Alcaraz and Wolthusen (2014) studies strate-
ies for the efficient restoration of structural controllability fol-
owing attacks and attacker–defender interactions in power-law
etworks. The authors propose three strategies to this end: re-
inking without restrictions, re-linking with constrained network
iameter, and the use of pre-computed instances of driver nodes.
n Zhang et al. (2020), the authors present algebraic conditions for
he network topology failures detection and isolation. They give
ecessary and sufficient graph-theoretic conditions for generic
etectability and isolability. They address minimal sensor place-
ent problems for a given failure (set) generically detectable
nd isolable, via reducing them to hitting set problems and then
sing greedy algorithms to approximate them with guaranteed
erformances.
A natural extension of the problem (10) is that of consid-

ring the dynamics parametric model design in the context of
etworked dynamical systems. Specifically, consider a set of N

subsystems {Āi, B̄i}
N
i=1 that are interconnected through Āi,j with

possible restrictions on its own as they represent outputs from
subsystem j that serve as inputs in the subsystem i. In this
context, if all the systems are alike, then we have homogeneous
networked dynamical systems. Otherwise, we are in the presence
of heterogeneous networked dynamical systems. In both cases, as
these systems increase their size, it is of interest to determine
easy to verify conditions for structural controllability that depend
only on the interconnection structure and possibly on subsystems
general properties (Carvalho et al., 2017). In fact, due to the
geographically distributed nature of these systems, it is often
desirable that structural controllability is assessed in a distributed
fashion (Carvalho et al., 2017). In Doostmohammadian (2020),
conditions to achieve the minimum number of sensors attaining
structural observability are provided leveraging Cartesian product
representation.

Subsequently, we can pose the problem of determining struc-
tural changes ∆̄i,j (with the same dimensions of Āi,j) that will
change the interconnection between the different subsystems
yielding structural controllability. Unfortunately, in its most gen-
eral formulation the problem is NP-hard, which then require

the development of approaches that will efficiently provide an

8

approximate solution with provably optimality guarantees or,
alternatively, efficient solutions to restricted versions of the prob-
lem. For instance, under the assumption that all subsystems are
irreducible, in Moothedath, Chaporkar, and Belur (2019), the au-
thors identify a minimum cardinality set of interconnection edges
the subsystems should establish amongst each other such that
the composite system is structurally controllable. The authors
of Wang and Xiang (2021) propose a new method to optimize
the network topology to ensure structural controllability via a
minimum number of edge additions. The authors obtain all the
edge-addition possible configurations and, after, determine the
optimal edge-addition configuration with minimum cost.

2.2.4. Joint dynamics and input design to attain structural control-
lability

In Zhang and Zhou (2019a) it is proven that it is NP-hard to
find ∆̄x ∈ {0, ⋆}n×n and ∆̄u ∈ {0, ⋆}n×p with costs associated
costs Mx ∈

(
R+

0

)n×n and Mu ∈
(
R+

0

)n×p, such that the sum of the
entry-wise costs associated with the nonzero entries of (∆̄x, ∆̄u)
is minimized and ensures that (Ā + ∆̄x, B̄ + ∆̄u) is structurally
controllable. Similarly, it is NP-hard to determine the minimal
cost of the entries of (∆̄x, ∆̄u) whose deletions (i.e., (Ā − ∆̄x, B̄ −

∆̄u)) compromise structural controllability of the system (Dey,
Balachandran, & Chatterjee, 2018; Zhang & Zhou, 2019a).

2.2.5. Open questions
Some of the open questions regarding the topics overviewed

in this section are as follows:

Open question 2.2.1. Is there a (reasonable) approximation algo-
rithm with linear computational complexity to determine the mini-
mum number of actuation capabilities ensuring structural controlla-
bility? Thus, enabling the design for large-scale dynamical systems.

Open question 2.2.2. How to devise distributed algorithms to
allocate actuation capabilities to ensure structural controllability?
This would be suitable to determine the actuator placement in the
context of geographically distributed systems.

Open question 2.2.3. What are and how to determine the joint
minimum actuation/sensing capabilities to ensure structural con-
trollability/observability such that the minimum number of state
variables is considered? This problem is relevant in the context of
multi-agent systems, where the smallest number of agents would
need to have actuation/sensing capabilities.

Open question 2.2.4. Assuming different costs of actuation (re-
spectively, sensing) capabilities, as well as adding inter-dependencies
between state variables, what would be the lowest cost solution
ensuring structural controllability (respectively, observability)? This
is a general question that will allow us to understand the trade-offs
between the costs of selecting the different modalities.

Open question 2.2.5. Are there necessary and sufficient conditions
for sensor placement to attain structural learning?

Open question 2.2.6. What is the minimum sensor placement to
ensure structural learning? We can also think about a dual problem
where we seek to design sensor placement such that, in the context
of dynamical networks, agents cannot retrieve the network structure
(e.g., in social networks, it would correspond to determine who is a
friend with who).

2.3. Structural stabilizability and decentralized control

In this section, we provide an overview on the efforts in the

context of structural stabilizability and decentralized control.
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.3.1. Structural stabilizability
A system is said to be structurally stable if the dynamics de-

cribed by A is stable (i.e., its eigenvalues lie within the unit circle
in the complex plane) for almost all matrices that have a given
structural pattern Ā. This problem has been addressed in Belabbas
2013) and Kirkoryan and Belabbas (2014), where the authors
tudy the patterns of the matrices that are stable. In Belabbas
2013), the authors derive a set of necessary conditions and of
ufficient conditions for the existence of stable matrices in a vec-
or space of sparse (structural) matrices. In the same research line,
n Kirkoryan and Belabbas (2014), a complete characterization of
he symmetric sparse matrix spaces that contain stable matrices
s presented. In particular, to guarantee such properties, it is
ecessary to ensure that the minors satisfy some requirements.
hat said, it is important to notice that, in contrast with structural
ontrollability, structural stabilizability is not a generic property.

.3.2. Control configuration design problem (or, structural feedback
election)

In the context of decentralized control, it often happens that
he outputs of the system (9) are not available for feedback to all
he actuators of the system. Specifically, when we consider static
output feedback, the control law takes the form

u(t) = Ky(t), (11)

here the gain K ∈ Rp×m is time-invariant. In this case, the
ain satisfies an information (structural) pattern K̄ , where an entry
¯ij = ⋆ if the output (or sensor) j is available to the input (or
ontroller) i. In this context, it suffices one entry K̄ij = 0 to be in
he scenario of decentralized control. Notice that this generalizes
he initial notion of decentralized control where the information
attern is taken to be diagonal or block-diagonal.
When designing closed-loop control laws, we often seek to

hape the performance of the system through the change in the
pectrum of the closed-loop dynamics. When we consider state
eedback (or alternatively, when the output matrix equals the
dentity), it is possible to attain arbitrary pole placement when
he system is controllable. Nonetheless, when we consider output
eedback, arbitrary pole placement may not be possible to attain.
n fact, in the context of decentralized control, we often seek
o guarantee that the system does not have (decentralized) fixed
odes, that result in eigenvalues of the closed-loop system that
o not change regardless of the gain chosen (satisfying a specified
nformation pattern). Specifically, let K = {K : Kij = 0 if K̄ij =

}, then the system described by (A, B, C) has fixed modes with
espect to the information pattern K̄ if and only if⋂
∈K

σ (A + BKC) ̸= ∅,

here σ (M) denotes the spectrum of the square matrix M . It is
lso possible to consider fixed modes in the context of structural
ystems, which are referred to as structurally fixed modes, and
are defined as follows (Sezer & Šiljak, 1981): a system (Ā, B̄, C̄)
has structurally fixed modes with respect to the information
pattern K̄ if there exists a realization (A, B, C) with the same
structural pattern of (Ā, B̄, C̄) that has fixed modes with respect
to the information pattern K̄ . In other words, the system has no
structurally fixed modes if there is no realization satisfying the
structural pattern of the state space matrices that yields fixed
modes with respect to a given information pattern.

In particular, it is easy to see that if a system is not con-
trollable, then the uncontrollable modes are also fixed modes
— and similar consequences can be drawn in the context of
structural systems. Yet, controllability (structural controllability,
respectively) do not guarantee the non existence of fixed modes
(structurally fixed modes, respectively) with respect to a specific
9

information pattern. In fact, in Lee (2017b), the authors show
that structural fixed modes cannot co-exist with quadratically
invariant or partially nested information structures (Mahajan,
Martins, Rotkowitz, & Yüksel, 2012).

Therefore, the control configuration design problem seeks to
find the solution to the following optimization problem: given the
system’s structure (Ā, B̄, C̄), find the sparsest information pattern
K̄ ∗

∈ {0, ⋆}p×m

min
K̄∈{0,⋆}p×m

∥K̄∥0

s.t. (Ā, B̄, C̄, K̄ ) has no structurally fixed modes.
(12)

The interest on the problems of the form (12) goes back to Trave,
Tarras, and Titli (1987), where different possible costs could be
considered. Nonetheless, it was only recently that their complex-
ity was established, i.e., NP-hard. Therefore, efficient algorithms
to compute approximations with provable guarantees or under
restricted settings are addressed in Moothedath, Chaporkar, and
Belur (2018b), Pequito et al. (2015a) and Pequito, Kar, and Pappas
(2015). Specifically, the authors in Moothedath, Chaporkar, and
Belur (2019) proposed polynomial-time algorithms to design the
sparsest feedback gain for cyclic systems, and in Pequito, Khor-
rami, Krishnamurthy, and Pappas (2018), the authors describe
efficient algorithms for the sparsest robust control configuration
design for cyclic systems.

The work in Moothedath et al. (2018b) addresses the op-
timal feedback selection for arbitrary pole placement of struc-
tural systems with costs associated with each feedback edge.
In Moothedath et al. (2019), the authors solve the sparsest feed-
back selection problem for LTI structural systems for structurally
cyclic systems with dedicated inputs and outputs. In contrast,
in Pequito et al. (2018), the authors consider the analysis and
design of resilient/robust decentralized control systems, assess-
ing how the pairing of sensors and actuators are resilient to
attacks /hacks for industrial control systems and other complex
cyber–physical systems.

The work in Pequito et al. (2015a) proposes an efficient and
unified framework to determine the minimum number of manip-
ulated/ measured variables to achieve structural controllability/
observability of the system and to select the minimum number of
feedback interconnections between measured and manipulated
variables such that the closed-loop system has no structural fixed
modes. Moreover, in Pequito, Kar, and Pappas (2015), given a lin-
ear time-invariant plant where a collection of possible inputs and
outputs is known a priori, the authors determine the collection
of inputs, outputs, and communication between them incurring
in the minimum cost, ensuring the desired control performance,
measured in terms of the arbitrary pole-placement capability of
the closed-loop system.

It is worth mentioning that there are two natural extensions to
the above problems: (i) in practice, it could be possible that one
seeks to guarantee that the system only has stable fixed modes. In
other words, we seek to determine structural feedback links that
ensure that the system has no unstable structural fixed modes;
and (ii) instead of a static (memoryless) feedback controller, we
can equip the controller with memory and in that case it might
be possible to ascertain structural stability without the need to
guarantee that the closed-loop system is structurally stable —
see Section 2.3.1. Towards this direction, the authors in Pajic,
Mangharam, Pappas, and Sundaram (2013) and Pajic, Sundaram,
Pappas, and Mangharam (2011), leverage the sensor network that
has it own dynamics and, subsequently, behaves as a controller
with memory, which in closed-loop is able to attain stability
conditions of the composed system — see also Section 5.4 for the
application in wireless sensor networks. The work in Pajic et al.

(2011) introduced the concept of a Wireless Control Network
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WCN), where the network itself acts as a controller for the plant.
ach node in a WCN executes a simple procedure by updating its
tate as a linear combination of its neighbors’ states. The authors
ropose a procedure to design the linear combinations to stabilize
he closed-loop system, which can be made robust to link failures.
n Pajic et al. (2013), the authors address the problem of stabi-
izing a given dynamical system over a network. They propose
n approach that relies on inducing carefully chosen dynamics
n the network (via a simple distributed algorithm) and using
hose dynamics to stabilize the plant. Lastly, in Kalaimani, Belur,
nd Sivasubramanian (2013), the authors explore the minimal
ontroller structure for generic pole placement.

emark 4 (Connection Between Structural and Non-Structural). It
s also possible to connect some of the above ideas originated in
tructural systems theory with non-structural results. Specifically,
n the connection between the structure and the results for
parametrized system, in Torres and Roy (2015), the authors
ropose conditions of single input–output feedback stabilization.
n Lee (2017a), the authors provide a simple design mechanism to
btain a gain to accomplish pole placement with dynamic output
eedback with a given structure. ◦

.3.3. Co-design of actuator/sensor placement and control configu-
ation

Due to the inter-dependency between the actuator/sensor
lacement problem and the control configuration problem, it
s critical to address the co-design problem of actuator/sensor
lacement and control configuration, where the goal is as follows:
iven Ā, determine (B̄∗, C̄∗, K̄ ∗) such that

min
B̄,C̄,K̄∈{0,⋆}n×n

∥B̄∥0 + ∥C̄∥0 + ∥K̄∥0

.t. (Ā, B̄, C̄, K̄ ) has no structurally fixed modes.
(13)

The problem in (13) is addressed in Pequito et al. (2015a),
hich can be polynomially solvable. Extensions that consider
eterogeneous costs on both the actuator/sensor placement and
he control configuration lead to NP-hard problems, but some
ubclasses of systems can still be solvable polynomially (Pequito,
ar, & Pappas, 2015). Similarly to the actuator placements, if we
eek to determine the sparsest information pattern that uses the
mallest collection of inputs/outputs from a specified collection
f possible inputs/outputs, then the problem is also NP-hard,
nd subsequently, several schemes should be considered to ef-
iciently obtain a suboptimal solution with provable optimality
uarantees (Moothedath et al., 2018b).

.3.4. Open questions

pen question 2.3.1. Is it possible to find composition rules yield-
ng structural stabilizability in interconnected dynamical systems?
his would provide us with elementary building blocks to ensure
hat large-scale interconnected dynamical systems ensure structural
tabilizability by design.

pen question 2.3.2. Noticing that actuation-sensing-communi-
ation capabilities can replace physical interconnection between
tate variables and that these can incur different costs, what would
e the best trade-off between structural dynamics changes and
ctuation-sensing-communication co-design that would incur in the
inimum cost? This would allow us to make decisions about the
esign of cyber–physical systems.
10
2.4. Controllability index

The controllability index k∗
∈ N is defined as

k∗
= argmin{k ∈ N : rank Ck(A, B) = n}, (14)

where Ck(A, B) = [B AB A2B . . . Ak−1B] is the partial controlla-
bility matrix. It plays a role in assessing the minimum number of
time steps that lead to the existence of a control law capable of
steering the system state towards a desired goal, which we refer
to as the time-to-control.

In Pequito, Preciado, Barabási, and Pappas (2017), the authors
provide a characterization of the structural controllability index,
for which they give a near-optimal approximation scheme to
discover the minimum number of inputs required to attain a
given controllability index. Later, in Imae and Cai (2021), the
authors provide a characterization and algorithms to attain the
minimum number of inputs in the context of scale-free networks.
In Ding, Tan, and Lu (2016), the authors propose to minimize
the controllability index upon a budget on the number of inputs.
More recently, in Ramos and Pequito (2020), the authors propose
a generative model to attain a specific actuation spectrum that
captures the minimum number of state variables required to
ensure structural controllability in a given number of time-steps.

2.4.1. Open questions

Open question 2.4.1. What is and how to compute the minimum
number of inputs required to ensure that different structural con-
trollable subspaces have a structural controllability index equal to a
pre-specified k′? This may play an important role in the recovery
of systems by guaranteeing that some state variables are steered
towards a desirable goal faster than others.

Open question 2.4.2. What are and how to determine conditions
under which the composition of heterogeneous networked dynamical
systems with a given controllability index systems change the struc-
tural controllability index of the overall system? This would enable
the design of modular systems that guarantee by design that it is
possible to steer the system towards a desirable goal within a specific
time horizon.

2.5. Target controllability (output controllability)

Consider a target node set T = {c1, . . . , cs}, and denote by
C(T ) the matrix that comprises the s rows of the n × n identity
matrix indexed by T . The triple (A, B, C(T )) is target controllable
f

ank([ C(T )B C(T )AB . . . C(T )An−1B ]) = s.

In Gao, Liu, D’souza, and Barabási (2014), the authors intro-
uce the structural target controllability problem and propose a
-walk theory to address it for directed-tree like networks with
single input. In Van Waarde, Camlibel, and Trentelman (2017),
sing the structural output controllability properties, the authors
tudy target controllability of dynamic networks (Monshizadeh,
amlibel, & Trentelman, 2015). In Czeizler, Wu, Gratie, Kanhaiya,
nd Petre (2018), the authors provide more efficient algorithms
han the ones introduced in Gao et al. (2014) and illustrate some
f the limitations of the k-walk approach proposed in Gao et al.
2014).

In Li, Tang, et al. (2020), a method to allocate a minimum
umber of external control sources that ensure structural target
ontrollability is presented, by locating a set of directed paths and
ycles that cover the target set. In Moothedath, Yashashwi, Cha-
orkar, and Belur (2019), the target controllability of structural
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ystems is generally addressed by providing a bipartite matching-
ased necessary condition. Notwithstanding, necessary and suffi-
ient conditions on which state variables should be controlled to
ttain target controllability is proved to be NP-hard (Gao et al.,
014). Furthermore, if the selection of variables is constrained to
pre-defined set, the problem is also NP-hard (Guo et al., 2017).
emarkably, the former problem is polynomially solvable for
ymmetric state matrices (Li, Chen, Pequito, Pappas, & Preciado,
018; Li, Chen, et al., 2020). The work in Li et al. (2018), extended
n Li, Chen, et al. (2020), addresses the structural output con-
rollability problem in structural systems with symmetric state
atrices, such as undirected networks. The authors derive neces-
ary and sufficient conditions for structural target controllability
nd structural output controllability of undirected networks that
an be assessed in polynomial time. Furthermore, in Guan and
ang (2019), the authors propose sufficient conditions for target

ontrollability under possible switches in the parametric model.
In Czeizler, Popa, and Popescu (2018), the authors show that

he structural target controllability problem admits a polynomial-
ime complexity algorithm when parametrized by the number of
arget nodes. In general, they show that it is hard to approximate
t a factor better than O(log n). The work in Commault, Van der
oude, and Frasca (2019) considers a stronger controllability
otion, when only a small set of state variables can be actuated.
n particular, instead of using the Kalman controllability, the
uthors require the ability to drive the target variables as time
unctions. In this setup, they solve the corresponding problem
sing a functional approach.

.5.1. Open questions

pen question 2.5.1. Given a desirable target set, what would be
he sparsest structural perturbation in the dynamics that ensures
tructural target controllability? This problem would provide us with
nsights into how the inter-dependencies between the state variables
ontribute to the structural target controllability. It is worth noticing
hat a change in the dynamics pattern may be the only alternative
hen actuation capabilities cannot be added or are too expensive.

pen question 2.5.2. What is the role of time-varying (or switch-
ng) systems on structural target controllability, i.e., when the struc-
ural pattern dynamics change over time? May we guarantee
tructural target controllability by considering switching between
ifferent structural dynamic patterns, thus avoiding adding actua-
ion capabilities?

pen question 2.5.3. Some of the fixed modes with respect to
given information pattern may be avoided using time-varying

utput feedback, whereas others remain fixed (even when using
he latter) and are referred to as quotient fixed modes (Gong &
ldeen, 1997). What is the role of time-varying output feedback in
emoving structurally fixed modes, and the existence of the structural
ounterpart of quotient fixed modes?

.6. Edge dynamics

In the context of flow-networks, the dynamics occur at the
dges of a systems’ digraph representation, where in- and out-
low rules impose the constraints. In this context, it is possible
o formulate the flow-network actuation placement problem that
eeks to determine the minimum number of actuators on the
dges required to ensure that the flow across different network
ectors is steered towards a specified goal. This problem can be
educed to that of the actuator placement when the dynamics
ccur at the nodes by considering the dual graph.4 (Nepusz &

4 https://mathworld.wolfram.com/DualGraph.html
11
Vicsek, 2012; Pequito, Khambhati, et al., 2016; Shen, Ji, & Yu,
2018) The work in Nepusz and Vicsek (2012) introduces and
evaluates a dynamical process defined on the network’s edges
and demonstrates that the controllability properties of this pro-
cess significantly differ from simple nodal dynamics. In Pequito,
Khambhati, et al. (2016), the authors propose the generic con-
trollability for dynamic-flow networks notion, where some edges’
weights can be constant over time. They devise necessary and
sufficient conditions to ensure structural controllability, and they
address the problem of minimum actuator placement with mini-
mum. In Shen et al. (2018), a theoretical framework to determine
the controllable subspace and its generic dimension for the edge
dynamic systems is presented together with methods to analyze
the structural controllability of the system.

2.6.1. Open questions

Open question 2.6.1. Networks can have hybrid dynamics (i.e., on
the nodes and on the edges), and the actuation capabilities deployed
in the nodes can change the dynamics on the edges, and vice-versa.
Therefore, a natural question is what is the minimum number of
actuators required such that both nodes’ states and edges’ are driven
towards a specified goal?

Open question 2.6.2. Due to the inter-dependency between nodal
and edge dynamics, would it be possible to have only nodal inputs
and change the dynamics pattern (hence, the flow-network) to guar-
antee structural controllability of both nodes and edges dynamics?

Open question 2.6.3. Can we develop efficient algorithms capable
of handling actuator placement in large-scale networks?

2.7. Structural non-minimum phase

A system is so-called minimum phase if it has not zero dy-
namics or asymptotically stable zero dynamics, and non-minimum
phase otherwise. This notion can also have its structural counter-
part, i.e., structural non-minimum phase if almost all of the nu-
erical realizations of the structural matrices are non-minimum
hase. In Daasch, Schultalbers, and Svaricek (2016), the authors
rovide necessary and sufficient graphical conditions to verify if
system has the structural non-minimum phase property.

.7.1. Open questions

pen question 2.7.1. What are and how to design the mini-
um actuation-sensing-communication capabilities that ensures the
tructural non-minimum phase property?

pen question 2.7.2. What are the necessary and sufficient condi-
ions for the structural non-minimum phase property of non-linear
ystems?

pen question 2.7.3. What are and how to obtain the necessary
nd sufficient conditions for the structural non-minimum phase
roperty to sign non-minimum phase systems?

.8. Decoupling and disturbance rejection

The problem of state and/or output feedback decoupling and
isturbance rejection consists of using feedback to obtain a sys-
em whose transfer function is diagonal and nonsingular. An
mportant contribution is the work in Dion et al. (2003), where
ecessary and sufficient conditions to guarantee both state and/or
utput feedback decoupling and disturbance rejection are known.
espite being a fundamental problem in control theory, and an

https://mathworld.wolfram.com/DualGraph.html
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ctive area of research until the last survey, in the last two
ecades, there has not been much research done on the topic in
he context of structural systems.

Some exceptions include the work of Abad Torres and Roy
2014) which finds a relationship between the network’s graph
arametric model and the infinite-zero and finite-zero structures
f an input–output network’s dynamics. The authors express the
ero-dynamics state matrix as a perturbation of the reduced
raph matrix (a sub-matrix of the network dynamics state ma-
rix). In Conte, Perdon, Zattoni, and Moog (2019), the authors
ropose new graph-theoretic notions (e.g., invariance, controlled
nvariance, conditioned invariance, and essential feedback) to
ddress the disturbance decoupling in the context of structural
ystems.

.8.1. Open questions

pen question 2.8.1. How to obtain the minimum perturbation
in the structural dynamics pattern and/or the actuation-sensing-
communication capabilities ensuring that state/output feedback de-
coupling and disturbance rejection hold?

Open question 2.8.2. What are the composability conditions re-
quired to ensure that the networked dynamical systems yield
state/output feedback decoupling and disturbance rejection?

2.9. Fault detection and isolation (FDI)

The fault detection and isolation problem (FDI) consists of
designing a set of signals, for instance, via observers, called resid-
uals. This set of signals should be such that the transfer matrix
from the disturbance and control inputs to the residuals is zero.
Moreover, the transfer matrix from the faults to the residuals
must have a specific form, e.g., it should be diagonal or triangular.
These residuals are insensitive to controls and disturbances but
sensitive to faults. This property allows them to detect and isolate
the faults. For an overview of the different approaches to tackle
the FDI problem, we refer the reader to the work in Simon,
Boukhobza, and Hamelin (2013).

In Commault et al. (2002), the authors provide necessary and
sufficient conditions under which the FDI problem has a solution
for almost any values of the free parameters. These conditions
are expressed in terms of input–output paths of the directed
graph associated with the original LTI system (not the closed-
loop LTI system associated with the residual error). Alternatively,
in Commault, Dion, and Agha (2008), the authors use structural
systems to determine the minimal number of required extra
sensors and the sets of internal variables that need to be mea-
sured for solving the FDI problem. Decentralized FDI is studied
in Sauter, Boukhobza, and Hamelin (2006), and the authors use
structural control to draw necessary and sufficient conditions for
detectability and isolation. In Chamseddine, Noura, and Theilliol
(2009) and Commault, Dion, Trinh, and Do (2011), the authors
address the problem of sensor placement to ensure that FDI
can be performed, when disturbances may exist. In Commault,
Dion, Trinh, and Do (2011), the authors assume that the distur-
bance to residual transfer matrix is null and the fault to residual
transfer matrix is non-singular, proper and diagonal. The authors
of Chamseddine et al. (2009) propose a strategy to formulate the
problem of sensor location for diagnosis in structural systems
as an optimization problem, without assumptions on the type
of disturbances. The main drawback of the proposed solution
is that it becomes untractable (i.e., it has no polynomial-time
complexity) to achieve as the dimension of the system grows.
 D

12
Additionally, in Boukhobza, Hamelin, and Canitrot (2008), the
authors study the FDI problem but for the case of bilinear sys-
tems. Lastly, in Staroswiecki (2007b), the authors present a struc-
tural view of FDI (see more details in Section 3.11). The authors
show that, by resorting to structural analysis, it is possible to
establish a link between critical faults and reliability.

2.9.1. Open questions

Open question 2.9.1. What is the minimum sensor placement that
ensures that FDI can occur within at most k time steps?

Open question 2.9.2. How to develop distributed FDI mechanisms?

3. Other subclasses of structural systems

In what follows, we present an overview of recent results
in the context of classes that contain LTI systems, to which
several structural conditions have been proposed, as well as the
corresponding design problems.

3.1. Composite linear-time invariant systems

Consider r continuous-time LTI systems described as

ẋi(t) = Aixi(t) + Biui(t), i = 1, . . . , r,

where the state xi(t) ∈ Rni and the input ui(t) ∈ Rpi . By
considering the interconnection between subsystem i and j, for
all possible subsystems, we collect the interconnected dynamical
system represented as follows:

˙(t) =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
A1 E1,2 · · · E1,r
E2,1 A2 · · · E2,r
...

. . .
. . .

...

Er,1 · · · Er,r−1 Ar

⎤⎥⎥⎦
  

A

x(t) +

⎡⎢⎢⎣
B1 0 · · · 0
0 B2 · · · 0
...

. . .
. . .

...

0 · · · 0 Br

⎤⎥⎥⎦
  

B

u(t),

where the state is x(t) = [x⊺1(t)l . . . x
⊺
r (t)] ∈ Rn, n =

∑r
i=1 ni,

nd u(t) = [u⊺
1(t) . . . u

⊺
r (t)] ∈ Rp, p =

∑r
i=1 pi. Additionally,

i,j ∈ Rni×nj is the connection matrix from the jth to the ith
ubsystems.
Although these are linear systems, due to their wide ap-

licability, we consider it as a class on its own as the tools
nd characterizations differ from those used in general linear
ime-invariant systems. For instance, in Carvalho et al. (2017)
nd Xue and Roy (2019), the authors leverage the similarity
f the graph to derive easy to verify necessary and sufficient
onditions for structural controllability for homogeneous systems
i.e., the similar structure of subsystems) and serial systems to
e structurally controllable. They design distributed algorithms
o verify necessary and sufficient conditions to assure structural
ontrollability for any interconnected dynamical system, consist-
ng of LTI subsystems, in a distributed fashion. In Xue and Roy
2019), it is shown that structural controllability for networks
nvolving homogeneous subsystems may not decompose into
ubsystem-level and network-level conditions since the system
an have structural network invariant modes. Similarly, in Doost-
ohammadian, Rabiee, and Khan (2018), the authors analyze

he computational cost of sensor networks optimization monitor-
ng structurally full-rank systems under distributed observability
onstraints. In Moothedath et al. (2019) and Zhang, Xia, and Zhai
2021), the authors introduce methods to identify a minimum
ardinality set of interconnection edges that the subsystems of
heterogeneous system should ascertain between them to yield
structurally controllable composite system.
In Commault (2019), Commault and van der Woude (2019),

oostmohammadian (2019) and Wang, Jiang, and Wu (2017),
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he authors render a classification of subsystem nodes based
n their role in the overall structural controllability. The au-
hors of Commault and van der Woude (2019), with the goal
f achieving structural controllability, present a classification of
he associated steering nodes as being essential (always required
o be present), useful (present in certain configurations), and
seless (never necessary in whatever configuration). The authors
n Commault (2019) extend the previous work for the case when
he nodes are dynamical structural nodes. In Doostmohamma-
ian (2019), a graph-theoretic approach is adopted to solve the
roblem of minimal driver nodes for controllability. The authors
dentify two types of driver nodes: Type-I to recover input con-
ectivity of state nodes and Type-II to recover rank condition for
tructural controllability. The work in Wang et al. (2017) investi-
ates the structural controllability of general complex dynamical
etworks with multidimensional node dynamics. The authors
lassify driver nodes into fully or partially controlled and use
his classification to divide the problem into two subproblems.
n Ramos, Silvestre, and Silvestre (2021), the authors propose a
ramework to study the resistance to bribery of nodes in a net-
ork via average consensus. The proposed framework evaluates
uantitatively how much an external entity needs to drive the
tate of an agent away from its current state to change the final
onsensus value, either only using the structure of the system or
sing a concrete model with parameters.
Moreover, we can assess the minimum number of dedicated

nputs required to accomplish structural controllability properties
or subclasses of systems such as bipartite networks (Nacher
Akutsu, 2013), and in multiplex networks (Nacher, Ishitsuka,
iyazaki, & Akutsu, 2019). More recently, in Bai, Li, Zou, and Yin

2019), the authors provide a divide and conquer strategy that
ivides the system into different blocks to address the minimum
nput design problem for structural controllability for large-scale
ystems. In Moothedath, Chaporkar, and Belur (2020), the authors
xplore the problem of designing composite systems by introduc-
ng two indices (i.e., maximum commonality index and dilation
ndex) that explore the trade-offs on the size of subsystems and
onnections among these.

.1.1. Open questions

pen question 3.1.1. Is there a distributed solution to the min-
mum actuator placement that ensures structural controllability of
he interconnected dynamical system?

pen question 3.1.2. What are the necessary and sufficient condi-
ions, for different subclasses of heterogeneous subsystems, based on
he system’s interconnections yielding structural controllability and
possibly) resilient to actuators faults?

.2. Descriptor linear time-invariant systems

Descriptor linear time-invariant systems (also referred to as
mplicit LTI systems) are those of the form:

x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), t = 0, 1, . . . ,

where the matrix E has appropriate dimensions, and the struc-
tural description of the systems is given by (Ē, Ā, B̄).

Although they represent a small modification concerning the
linear time-invariant systems, their descriptive power is much
broader. The analytical tools to assess these systems’ properties
(e.g., controllability) are different from LTI systems. Neverthe-
less, some cases are more straightforward and resemble those
of linear time-invariant systems, as it is the case of regular de-
scriptor systems (Lewis, 1992). Subsequently, all the problems
overviewed in the context of linear time-invariant systems can
13
be posed in the context of descriptor time-invariant systems.
Remarkably, only a few papers address some of these prob-
lems. For instance, in Boukhobza, Hamelin, and Sauter (2006),
the authors provide conditions for structural observability of
descriptor systems. In Clark, Alomair, Bushnell, and Poovendran
(2017) and Terasaki and Sato (2021), the authors address the
actuator placement problem to ensure structural controllability.
Lastly, in Mathur and Datta (2018), the closed-loop properties are
explored for low dimensional descriptor systems.

3.2.1. Open questions

Open question 3.2.1. What is the minimum perturbation in the
dynamics pattern and/or actuation capabilities that yield structural
controllability, with a possible pre-specified controllability index?

Open question 3.2.2. How to design minimum actuation-sensing-
communication capabilities that are robust to actuators/sensors fail-
ures?

Open question 3.2.3. What are the minimum actuation-sensing-
communication capabilities that yield a structurally fixed mode-free
decentralized control system?

3.3. Linear time-invariant systems with delays

In this case, the main focus has been on obtaining conditions of
structural controllability when dealing with linear time-invariant
systems with known delays (Qi, Ju, Zhang, & Chen, 2016; van
der Woude, Boukhobza, & Commault, 2018). The authors consider
constant in time delays bounded by a maximum which affect the
state variables in Qi et al. (2016), and both the state variables and
input variables in van der Woude et al. (2018).

3.3.1. Open questions

Open question 3.3.1. What is the role of unknown delays in the
characterization of structural controllability?

Open question 3.3.2. What is the solution to the minimum actuator
and sensor placement?

3.4. Linear time-invariant systems with unknown inputs

Another class of linear time-invariant systems for which struc-
tural systems properties have been explored is that with un-
known inputs (Boukhobza, Hamelin, & Simon, 2014; Commault,
Dion, Sename, & Motyeian, 2001). Specifically, in Commault et al.
(2001), the authors explore the unknown input observers design
analysis from a structural systems perspective. In Boukhobza et al.
(2014), necessary and sufficient conditions that guarantee that a
given set of unknown parameters describing the system’s model
is structurally identifiable are drawn in graphical terms.

In Sundaram and Hadjicostis (2006), the authors present nec-
essary and sufficient conditions to ensure structural state and
input observability for discrete-time systems under unknown
inputs. The counterpart for continuous-time switched linear-
time invariant systems under unknown inputs is considered
in Boukhobza (2012), Boukhobza, Hamelin, Kabadi, and Aberkane
(2011) and Boukhobza and Hamelin (2011). In particular,
Boukhobza (2012), Boukhobza and Hamelin (2011) analyzes the
graph-theoretic necessary and sufficient conditions for the generic
discrete mode observability of a continuous-time switched linear
systems with unknown inputs. The designed method to verify
such conditions has a computational method of O(n6), where n is
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he number of states. The works of Boukhobza (2012), Boukhobza
t al. (2011) display sufficient conditions for the generic observ-
bility of the discrete mode of continuous-time switched linear
ystems with unknown inputs and find an exhaustive location set
o place sensors, when these conditions are not satisfied, with a
omputational complexity of O(n4).

.4.1. Open questions

pen question 3.4.1. How to unveil state-input structural ob-
ervability characterizations under restricted assumptions on the
ature of the unknown inputs (e.g., constant, or linear-time invariant
witching)?

pen question 3.4.2. How to develop efficient algorithms to deter-
ine the sensor placement to ensure state-input structural observ-
bility by possibly measuring some of the unknown input sources
i.e., by also designing the structural pattern of the feedforward
atrix)?

.5. Bilinear systems

A bilinear system can be formally described as (Isidori,
’Alessandro, & Ruberti, 1974; Mohler, Kolodziej, et al., 1980)

(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Nx(t)u(t) + Bu(t), t = 0, 1, . . . ,

where N is a matrix with appropriate dimensions and u(t) is a
calar input.
Structural controllability properties are addressed in the con-

ext of homogeneous (no linear component of the input, i.e., B =

) rank-1 bilinear systems (Ghosh & Ruths, 2016; Ghosh, Ruths,
Yeo, 2017). Algebraic and graph-theoretic conditions for the

tructural controllability of a class of bilinear systems with a
ingle control where the input matrix is rank one are presented
n Ghosh and Ruths (2016). Moreover, given a system state graph,
he authors develop an algorithm to design the location of con-
rolled edges such that the system is structurally controllable.
n Ghosh et al. (2017), we can find a graphical algorithm to
uarantee the existence of coprime walks via producing a cyclic
artition of the state graph. This approach has computational ad-
antages and further theoretical insight by identifying an equiva-
ence between the cyclic partitions and the existence of control-
ably invariant subspaces in the state–space.

In Liu and Tie (2021) and Tsopelakos, Belabbas, and Ghare-
ifard (2019), the authors address the structural controllability
f driftless bilinear control systems. Additionally, they study the
ccessibility of these with a drift. More specifically, the work
n Tsopelakos et al. (2019) introduces and studies the structural
ontrollability of driftless bilinear control systems. The authors
rovide algorithms to compute the minimum number of matri-
es required for the structural controllability of driftless bilinear
ystems. In Liu and Tie (2021), the structural controllability prob-
ems of a class of driftless discrete-time bilinear systems that
ave nearly the same structure as linear systems are explored.
he authors obtain algebraic and graph-theoretic conditions for
tructural controllability of such systems with single-input and
ulti-input. Also, they introduce the notion of structural near
ontrollability, providing necessary and sufficient conditions for
tructural near-controllability of the bilinear systems.
In Boukhobza (2008), Boukhobza and Hamelin (2007) and

anitrot, Boukhobza, and Hamelin (2008), the authors scrutinize
he structural observability of bilinear systems, and in Boukhobza
t al. (2008), the authors propose the study of sensor selection in
he context of FDI. In Boukhobza and Hamelin (2007), the authors
xpress in graphic terms the necessary and sufficient conditions
or the generic observability of structural bilinear systems. The
 t

14
ork in Boukhobza (2008) studies generic uniform observability
or structural bilinear systems, providing necessary and suffi-
ient conditions expressed in graphic terms. Furthermore, sensor
lacement for the observability of structural bilinear systems is
tudied in Canitrot et al. (2008). The authors provide solutions
or the minimal number of sensors and their placement to re-
over the system observability. Lastly, in Svaricek (2006), the
uthor presents an interesting discussion on the use of structural
ystems to assess uniform observability of bilinear systems.

.5.1. Open questions

pen question 3.5.1. What are the necessary and sufficient con-
itions for structural controllability of bilinear systems for arbitrary
eterogeneous systems?

pen question 3.5.2. What is the solution to the minimum actuator
lacement to ensure structural controllability in bilinear systems?

.6. Discrete-time fractional-order systems

Fractional-order systems are successfully used to model dif-
erent physiological processes (e.g., trains of spikes, local field
otentials, and electroencephalograms) (Klaus, Yu, & Plenz, 2011;
ue, Pequito, Coelho, Bogdan, & Pappas, 2016). The following
ynamics describe these systems
αx(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), t = 0, 1, . . . ,

here α = [α1, . . . , αn]
⊤

∈ Rn
+

are the fractional exponents, and
where ∆αxk =

∑k
j=0 D(α, j)xk−j is the fractional derivative given

y

D(α, j) = diag(ψ(α1, j), . . . , ψ(αn, j)), and,

ψ(α, j) =
Γ (j − α)

Γ (−α)Γ (j + 1)
=

j∏
ℓ=1

(
j − ℓ− α

j + 1 − ℓ

)
where Γ (·) denotes the gamma function defined as Γ (z) =∫

∞

0 tz−1e−tdt for z ∈ C. It is worth noticing that if α = 1n
(i.e., the n-vector of ones), then we obtain the description of an
TI. Thus, fractional-order systems are inherently nonlinear with
nfinite memory but require only compact parametric descrip-
ions. Structural observability properties of these systems, as well
s sensor placement, has been addressed in Pequito, Bogdan, and
appas (2015).

.6.1. Open questions

pen question 3.6.1. What are the necessary and sufficient condi-
ions for structural controllability and observability when the frac-
ional coefficient is assumed as a structural parameter, which we
efer to as structural fractional controllability and observability?

pen question 3.6.2. How to provide the solution to the mini-
um actuator and sensor placement to ensure structural fractional
ontrollability and observability, respectively?

.7. Switching systems

In what follows, we consider two classes of switching systems:
i) temporal networks, i.e., the same structural pattern across
witches but with different realizations over time; and (ii) linear
ime-invariant switching systems.
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.7.1. Temporal networks
In recent years, a particular focus from the networks science

ommunity has been on temporal networks (Holme & Saramäki,
012). In this context, structural controllability of temporal net-
orks considers those modeled by linear time-varying systems
hose structural pattern remains unchanged, and their realiza-
ion may vary over time (Pósfai & Hövel, 2014; Srighakollapu,
alaimani, & Pasumarthy, 2021). The authors of Pósfai and Hövel
2014) investigate the controllability of systems with of the dy-
amics’ timescale comparable with the changes in the network
imescale. They present analytical and computational tools to
tudy controllability based on temporal network characteristics.
he work in Srighakollapu et al. (2021) presents conditions for
tructural controllability of temporal networks that change topol-
gy and edge weights with time.
In Hou, Li, and Chen (2016), the authors consider the case

here there is a finite number of possible switches (i.e., a finite
umber of realizations of a given structural pattern), yet it can
e repeated multiple times. In Yao, Hou, Pan, and Li (2017),
he authors propose using a switching controller to increase the
imension of the structural controllable subspace.

.7.2. Linear time-invariant switching systems
Conceptually, we can see a linear time-invariant switching

LTIS) system as a set of LTI systems, where each element of the
et is called a mode, together with a set of discrete events that
cause the system to switch between modes. Subsequently, an LTIS
may be described as follows:

ẋ(t) = Aσ (t)x(t) + Bσ (t)u(t), (15)

here σ : R+
→ M = {1, . . . ,m} is a piecewise switching

ignal, that only switches once in a given dwell-time, x(t) ∈ Rn

he state of the system, and u(t) ∈ Rp is a piecewise continuous
nput signal. As we may expect, to find a set of the sparsest
nput matrices {Bσ (t)} that ensures each mode of the system to
e controllable is an NP-complete problem (Ramos, Pequito, &
aleiro, 2018).
The necessary and sufficient conditions to ensure structural

ontrollability of linear time-invariant switching systems have
een proposed in Liu, Lin, and Chen (2013a, 2013b) and Ramos,
equito, Aguiar, Ramos, and Kar (2013), with possible robustness
haracterization (Ramos, 2013; Ramos et al., 2015) (see more de-
ails in Section 3.10). Afterward, the actuator placement problem
s addressed in Pequito and Pappas (2017). Specifically, in Ramos
t al. (2013), the authors propose the concept of structural hybrid
ystems to address the model checking problem of switching
inear time-invariant systems. They provide the necessary con-
itions to guarantee controllability at each time, which can be
erified with polynomial complexity. Subsequently, Liu et al.
2013b) study the structural controllability of a class of uncertain
witched linear systems. In Liu et al. (2013a), a graph-theoretic
haracterization of structural controllability for multi-agent sys-
ems with switching topologies is presented.

In Boukhobza (2012) and Boukhobza and Hamelin (2011) the
uthors propose conditions for sensor placement in linear time-
nvariant switching systems with unknown inputs (see more
etails in Section 3.4). Later, they generalize these conditions to
inear time-invariant switching descriptor systems (Boukhobza &
amelin, 2013; Gracy, Garin, & Kibangou, 2018). In Boukhobza
nd Hamelin (2013), the authors present necessary and sufficient
raphical conditions which ensure the generic discrete mode
bservability of structural switching descriptor systems. They
enerate a new approach that builds a new type of digraph ded-
cated to the discrete mode observability study. Moreover, Gracy
t al. (2018) study the problem of reconstructing the initial state
s well as the sequence of unknown inputs for linear network
ystems having a time-varying topology.
15
3.8. Linear time-varying systems

A linear time-varying (LTV) system can be seen as the system
in (3), where the matrices A, B, C , and D are time-dependent,
i.e., vary with time.

In Lichiardopol and Sueur (2007), the authors propose con-
ditions to evaluate the structural controllability of linear time-
varying systems. See also Hartung, Reißig, and Svaricek (2013)
that extends these results and compare their implications in
different controllability contexts. In Gracy, Garin, and Kibangou
(2018), the authors present conditions on the parametric model
required to assure FDI for linear time-varying systems with un-
known inputs, which allow them to retrieve both the initial state
and the unknown inputs over long time windows.

3.9. Petri nets

Petri nets consist of a framework that allows the modeling
and analysis of discrete event dynamic systems. Petri nets can
be represented as bipartite graphs, where the state variables are
called places, and the transformations on the states are referred to
as transitions. Such places and transitions are connected through
pre-incidence (i.e., inputs) and post-incidence (i.e., outputs), un-
der possible constraints indicating the resources required. Due to
the graphical nature of these networks, it is possible to lever-
age the notion of structural observability to retrieve the places
(i.e., state variables) under known transitioning models (Silva,
2013). To assess structural observability, we must consider a
suitable transformation of the original graph (Mahulea, Recalde, &
Silva, 2010; Silva, Júlvez, Mahulea, & Vázquez, 2011). In Silva et al.
(2011), we can find a survey of fluid views or approximations
of Petri nets that introduces some new ideas and techniques.
In Mahulea et al. (2010), the authors introduce the notion of re-
dundant modes and give a necessary and sufficient condition for
a mode to be redundant in the context of continuous-time Petri
nets. Then, they devise an observability criterion, a structural
observability criterion, and an intermediate concept between the
previous two called weak structural observability.

3.10. Hybrid systems

A hybrid system is a dynamical system that manifests both
continuous and discrete dynamic behavior. A special case of hy-
brid systems is when the continuous dynamics is given by an LTI
system, which yields the class of linear time-invariant switching
systems.

In Ramos (2013), the authors introduce a tool for the design
and verification of structural controllability for hybrid systems.
Later they consider it in the context of the analysis and design
of electric power grids with robustness guarantees on the link
failures (Ramos et al., 2015).

3.11. Nonlinear systems

The authors, in Stefani (1985), revealed a local controllability
condition for nonlinear systems. Nevertheless, there is limited
research about structural controllability for nonlinear systems.
The first work in the line of structural controllability of such sys-
tems is the one in Fradellos, Rapanakis, and Evans (1977), where
changes concerning controllability or uncontrollability behavior
of perturbed linear and non-linear systems are examined.

In Qiang (2010), the conception of structural controllability is
extended to nonlinear systems utilizing Lie algebra theory. This
extension is then used to analyze the structural properties of
nonlinear systems. In Ma (2010), the author proposes to assess
the structural controllability of the nonlinear system through the
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ystem transfer function. In Zañudo, Yang, and Albert (2017), the
uthors propose to use feedback vertex sets in relation to struc-
ural properties to assess the controllability of nonlinear systems.
he work in Angulo, Aparicio, and Moog (2019) leverages struc-
ural properties to enable nonlinear assessment of controllability
nd observability properties. In Kawano and Cao (2019), neces-
ary conditions for the structural controllability and observability
f complex nonlinear networks are presented. These conditions,
hich are based on refined notions of structural controllability
nd observability, can be used for networks governed by non-
inear balance equations to develop a systematic actuator/sensor
lacement.
In Woude (2018), the author explores the controllability con-

itions of nonlinear systems performing its linearization, and in
he same lines (Staroswiecki, 2007a, 2007b) suggest to explore
DI settings. In both Staroswiecki (2007a, 2007b), the author
resents a structural view of fault-tolerant estimation algorithms,
dentifying the minimal submodels by which unknown variables
an be estimated, both in healthy and in faulty conditions, con-
ecting to critical faults and reliability.

.11.1. Open questions

pen question 3.11.1. How to render necessary and sufficient
onditions for structural controllability and observability for the
ifferent subclasses, as well as how to derive subclasses where such
onditions can be efficiently verified?

pen question 3.11.2. How to provide efficient (and possibly dis-
ributed) algorithms to obtain the solution to the minimum actuator
nd sensor placement, where the latter might be in the context of
nknown inputs and FDI?

pen question 3.11.3. How the inter-dependencies between state
ariables affect structural stabilizability, controllability, and observ-
bility?

. Extensions of structural systems theory

As previously emphasized, structural systems theory deals
ith parametric models, under the classic assumption that pa-
ameters belong to an infinite field (e.g., the reals) and are in-
ependent of each other. In what follows, we provide a brief
escription of results that built upon (classic) structural systems
heory to obtain methodologies to handle cases under a different
et of assumptions.

.1. Positive systems

A discrete-time linear time-invariant system is a positive sys-
em if, for any initial condition and any nonnegative input se-
uence, the state vector entries remain positive over time. In Com-
ault (2004), the authors address the reachability of discrete-

ime linear time-invariant systems to assess when the state can
ie on the positive octant that has broad applications in prac-
ice (Rantzer & Valcher, 2018). This problem also motivates the
tudy presented in Ruf, Egerstedt, and Shamma (2018) and She
nd Kan (2020), where the authors address the input selection
o achieve the reachability property. In Lindmark and Altafini
2016), the authors build upon structural systems to explore the
arametric dependencies that lead to the controllability of pos-
tive systems. Along the same lines, the authors in Bru, Cacetta,
nd Rumchev (2005) explore related digraph properties to study
he controllability of positive systems. As an extension to the
se of structural systems theory to positive systems, the authors
n Hartung and Svaricek (2014) leverage the former systems
o render necessary conditions for signed systems’ properties,

pecifically to attain sign stabilizability.

16
4.2. Parameter-dependent structural systems

In Murota (2009a, 2012), the parametric dependencies have
been accounted for, using the notion of mixed matrices, where
the entries could be zero/nonzero or fixed constant, often cap-
turing the network dependencies (or, generally speaking, losses
of degrees of freedom). More recently, in Menara, Bassett, and
Pasqualetti (2019), Mousavi, Haeri, and Mesbahi (2018), Whalen,
Brennan, Sauer, and Schiff (2015) and Whalen, Brennan, Sauer,
and Schiff (2016), the authors examine the structural controlla-
bility criterion when the dependency of the parameters is given
by the symmetry of the system’s autonomous matrix. In Whalen
et al. (2015), we can find a numerical and group representa-
tional framework to quantify the observability and controllability
of nonlinear networks with explicit symmetries, showing the
relationship between symmetries and nonlinear measures of ob-
servability and controllability. The authors apply this work to
neural networks in Whalen et al. (2016). In Menara et al. (2019),
the authors show that (symmetric) structural controllability can
be assessed by graph-theoretic elements similar to those previ-
ously proposed to verify (classic) structural controllability. Last,
the note in Mousavi et al. (2018) studies the controllability anal-
ysis of certain families of undirected networks via combinatorial
constructions.

In Romero and Pequito (2018), the authors use the latter cri-
terion to address the actuator placement problem in this context
under possible cost constraints. In Zhang and Zhou (2019b), the
authors investigate conditions when subsystems satisfy fractional
parametrizations. In Liu and Morse (2019), the authors propose
a graphic–theoretic characterization to attain structural control-
lability when arbitrary linear dependencies exist between the
system’s dynamics parameters.

Lastly, it is worth mentioning that matroid theory and algo-
rithms to solve problems related to these can be used to approxi-
mate the solutions to design problems (e.g., actuator placement).
In particular, even when optimality cannot be guaranteed in
several of the design problems, it is often the case that some
suboptimality guarantees may be ensured and improved by con-
sidering the system’s structure. For instance, some structural
systems properties are submodular, for which efficient greedy
algorithms are available (Clark, Alomair, Bushnell, & Poovendran,
2015; Francis Bach, 2013; Guo, Karaca, Summers, & Kamgar-
pour, 2020). For example, structural controllability problems can
be posed as matroid optimization problems that can be solved
exactly under certain assumptions (Clark et al., 2017; Rocha,
2014). Such developments should be complemented with re-
cent research that unveils new insights on additional properties
(e.g., submodular ratio and curvature); thus, tightening the sub-
optimality guarantees (Bian, Buhmann, Krause, & Tschiatschek,
2017; Gupta, Pequito, & Bogdan, 2018; Iyer, Jegelka, & Bilmes,
2013).

4.3. Structural theory on finite fields

In Feng, Liu, and Lu (2008) and Sundaram and Hadjicostis
(2012), the authors propose to assess structural controllability
properties when the parameters are taken to be independent
but take values on a finite field. In this context, properties are
no longer valid generically but rather with a certain likelihood.
In Yuan, Lu, and Yan (2016), the authors provide conditions for
the analysis and design of such systems in the frequency domain.
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.4. Strong structural theory

In contrast with structural theory, the (classical) strong struc-
ural theory (Mayeda & Yamada, 1979) seeks to guarantee prop-
rties for any set of parameters considered for the realization of
he nonzero entries of the structural pattern except when the
arameters are zero. Notwithstanding, it is possible to extend
o scenarios where some of the entries could be either zero,
onzero (i.e., a real scalar different from zero), and possibly a real
calar that could be either a zero or a nonzero (Jia, Van Waarde,
rentelman, & Camlibel, 2020; Popli, Pequito, Kar, Aguiar, & Ilić,
019). It is worth noticing that several of the problems discussed
n this review can be posed in the strong structural controllabil-
ty scenario, but their computational complexity often changes.
or instance, the strong structural controllability of the sparsest
inimal controllability problem is NP-hard (Trefois & Delvenne,
015). This result contrasts with the existing polynomial solution
hen the goal is to attain structural controllability.

.5. Bond-graphs

The concept of bond graphs (Paynter, 1961) seeks to de-
cribe the dynamic behavior of physical systems based on en-
rgy and energy exchange (Thoma, 2016). The basic units can be

seen as concepts and/or objects, enabling object-oriented physical
systems’ modeling. Bond graphs are labeled directed graphs, in
which the vertices represent basic units, and the edges repre-
sent an ideal energy connection between them, and they are
referred to as bonds. As such, each basic unit could be seen, in
particular, as a linear time-invariant system that interconnected
through the others using bonds. Structural systems theory has
been leveraged to assess several system properties of these sys-
tems and to address similar problems as those overviewed in this
survey, seeking to design the systems to attain such properties
— see, for example, Alem and Benazzouz (2014) and Sueur and
Dauphin-Tanguy (1989, 1991).

5. Applications

In this section, we provide an overview of different appli-
cations and domains where structural systems theory made its
footprint.

5.1. Security and resilience

Distributed control systems (DCS) usually rely on different
components that can be exposed to malicious attacks. Hence-
forth, the use of DCS in critical infrastructures makes their secu-
rity a topic of utmost importance. Nefarious incidents connected
to the security of DCS include the Stuxnet uranium plant at-
tack (Langner, 2011) and the Maroochy Shire (Abrams & Weiss,
2008) episode. Consequently, there has been a growing effort to
mitigate DCS from being exposed to undetectable attacks.

In Sundaram and Hadjicostis (2008), the authors design a
scheme that allows nodes of time-invariant connected networks
to attain consensus on any arbitrary function of the initial nodes’
state in a finite number of steps for almost all weight matrices
with the same structure. In Liu, Ning, and Reiter (2011), for
power grids’ design, the authors render algebraic conditions that
allow an adversary to generate state estimation errors. The work
in Sandberg, Teixeira, and Johansson (2010) suggests multiple
security indices for sensors, allowing a system operator to iden-
tify sparse power grids attacks. In Mo and Sinopoli (2010), the
bias that an undetectable adversary may introduce into the state
estimation error of control systems and sensor networks is stud-
ied. Afterward, Sundaram and Hadjicostis (2010) and Pasqualetti,
17
Bicchi, and Bullo (2011) address the resilience of consensus-based
algorithms. Specifically, in Sundaram and Hadjicostis (2010), the
authors determine graphical conditions under which a set of
agents can compute a function of their initial states in the pres-
ence of malicious nodes. In Pasqualetti et al. (2011), using connec-
tivity and left-invertibility, delineates attack identifiability and
detectability. Additionally, in Sundaram, Pajic, Hadjicostis, Mang-
haram, and Pappas (2010), the authors study the design of an
intrusion detection scheme for DCS, which identifies malicious
agents and can recover from the attacks.

In the context of structural observability, we also have to keep
in mind that the properties hold generically. Simply speaking,
structural observability is only a necessary condition. Conse-
quently, we can explore the set with zero Lebesgue measure to
design attacks that will not be identifiable from the observer
perspective (Pasqualetti, Dörfler, & Bullo, 2013) (through the
left-invertibility of regular descriptor systems). In the same line,
in Weerakkody, Liu, Son, and Sinopoli (2016), it is considered
the secure design problem in the context of distributed control
systems to guarantee the detection of stealthy integrity attacks.
In Milošević, Sandberg, and Johansson (2018), the authors pro-
pose a security index upon the previous definitions. Also, in the
same research direction, in Weerakkody, Liu, and Sinopoli (2017),
the authors propose to explore structural observability properties
to prevent zero dynamics attacks.

In Milošević, Teixeira, Johansson, and Sandberg (2020), the
authors leverage structural systems theory to derive a robustness
index. In Jafari et al. (2011), the authors perform the assessment
of robust control in the context of resilient leader selection, and
analytical properties that ensure the network is resilient. The
work in Zhang and Wolthusen (2019) proposes to evaluate the
minimum number of additional actuation capabilities needed to
ensure structural controllability under possible failures in the
form of a security index. In Alcaraz and Lopez (2017) and Al-
caraz, Lopez, and Choo (2017), the authors explore self-healing
properties to guarantee structural controllability through various
centrality measures and severity degrees. In Alcaraz et al. (2017),
the authors present an optimal reachability-based restoration
approach for interconnection in cyber–physical control systems,
which can restore the structural control in linear times, using
structural controllability, supernode theory, the IEC- 62351 stan-
dard, and the contextual conditions. A checkpoint model based on
a cooperative cyber–physical network composed of trustworthy
elements (auditors) is presented in Alcaraz and Lopez (2017). The
approach manages distributed warning replicas that help produce
sufficient data redundancy for fault and intrusion detection, pro-
viding resilience to the network when the control structures can
be seriously threatened by attackers or perturbed by the dynamic
changes caused by entering or leaving nodes.

The sensor placement problem can be considered to attain
resilience/robustness with respect to sensor failure that maintain
structural observability (Boukhobza, 2010; Boukhobza & Hamelin,
2009; Commault, Dion, et al., 2008) (see more details in Sec-
tion 2.2.3). In Pequito et al. (2018), the authors provide efficient
algorithms for the sparsest robust feedback design for cyclic sys-
tems. In a similar manner, Ramasubramanian, Rajan, and Chandra
(2016) assess security properties using several criteria that serve
as a denial of service. Additionally, in Jafari et al. (2010), the
authors assess the impact of link failures on structural controlla-
bility (i.e., zeroing the free parameters of the autonomous system
matrix). In Dakil, Boukhobza, and Simon (2015) and Maza, Simon,
and Boukhobza (2012), the authors address the issue of ensuring
structural controllability under the scenario where the actuators
can fail with known probabilities. Similarly, in Dakil, Simon, and
Boukhobza (2015) and Liu, Weerakkody, and Sinopoli (2016), a

methodology is proposed to determine the sensors which ensure
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tructural observability within a certain chance. In Guan and
ang (2019), the authors present sufficient conditions for target

ontrollability under possible switches in the parametric model.
In Zhang and Wolthusen (2017, 2018), the authors assess

he impact of node removal on structural controllability. They
ropose a strategy to recalculate the minimum number of inputs
o guarantee structural controllability. The structure of dynami-
al systems might change for different reasons. For this setting,
n Zhang and Wolthusen (2017), the authors present a method
o efficiently obtain a maximum matching of each incremental
igraph in linear time, to reduce the complexity of iterative
omputations of maximum matchings. Following the same line,
n Zhang and Wolthusen (2018), the authors address the problem
f efficient control recovery after removing a known system
ertex by finding the minimum number of inputs.
In Shoukry et al. (2015), the authors introduce the notion of

tructural abstraction to address formal guarantees in the context
f the security index of systems. In the context of hybrid systems,
he work in Ramos et al. (2015) introduces a tool for the design
nd verification of structural controllability of these systems,
nd they utilize this tool in the context of the analysis and
esign of electric power grids, ensuring robustness to the link fail-
res (Ramos et al., 2015). The authors in Alcaraz and Wolthusen
2014), Jafari et al. (2010) and Rahimian and Aghdam (2013) also
onsider the impact of edge failure/removal to ensure resilient
tructural controllability (see more details in Section 2.2.3).

.2. Privacy

In the context of dynamical systems, privacy can be posed
s an observability problem. Specifically, states are referred to
s private if they do not belong to the observability subspace.
ubsequently, increasing sensing capabilities is more likely to
ncrease the observability subspace’s dimension, and it readily
ollows that the systems parametric model constraints the latter.

In Yan, Sundaram, Vishwanathan, and Qi (2012), the authors
xplore the concept of observability as a way to retrieve the
bjective function used by different agents in a network that
everages the knowledge of the different iterations performed by
n iterative algorithm. In Pequito, Kar, et al. (2014), the authors
ropose to design the parametric model structural pattern to
nsure that some nodes’ state cannot be retrieved by some of
he agents in the network. Some of these insights are further
onsidered in the context of wireless sensor networks (Pequito &
appas, 2015). In a different direction, in Lin and Ling (2015), the
uthors consider privacy-preserving decentralized matrix com-
letion, in which a network of agents collaborate to complete
low-rank matrix that is the collection of multiple local data
atrices.

.3. Distributed/decentralized estimation and optimization

In Doostmohammadian and Khan (2013, 2014) and Sundaram
nd Hadjicostis (2008), the authors use the notion of structural
bservability to ensure that each node in the network is capable
f retrieving the neighbors’ states towards computing the solu-
ion to an optimization problem in a distributed fashion. In con-
rast, in Alexandru, Pequito, Jadbabaie, and Pappas (2016, 2017),
he authors propose the design of the sensor network parametric
odel to guarantee that every sensor can retrieve the state of

he entire system under possibly link failures. Lastly, in Khan and
adbabaie (2011), the authors investigate generic observability
roperties to infer the stability of distributed estimation schemes,
ossibly under distributed settings (Doostmohammadian et al.,
018).
18
Fig. 6. Ongoing and future applications of structural systems (e.g., cyber–
physical systems).

5.4. Wireless networks

In Pajic et al. (2013), Pajic et al. (2011) and Sundaram et al.
(2010), the authors consider sensor networks as an extension to
the state space, connected through feedback with the plant. Due
to the freedom in the design of the sensor network, it is possible
to guarantee enough redundancy, in terms of paths between the
states of the plant and the sensors, such that proper monitoring is
secured (see Section 5.1, for more details). In Pajic et al. (2011) the
authors aim to assess the controllability and stability properties
of these joint plant-sensor network systems. Some privacy prop-
erties have also been considered (Pequito & Pappas, 2015). Addi-
tionally, extensions of this setting considered the scenario of po-
tential communication link failures (Sundaram, Revzen, & Pappas,
2012). In Martinez-Martinez, Hashemi-Nejad, and Sauter (2010),
the authors explore how the transmission sequence (through a
networked system over wireless networks) should be designed
to ensure controllability and observability properties. In Kruzick
et al. (2018), the authors address the observability problem when
backbone nodes (e.g., routers) are considered in the context of
sensor networks.

Alternatively, if the sensors include a queuing capability (i.e.,
WirelessHART, see details in D’Innocenzo, 2018), then the authors
in D’Innocenzo, Smarra, and Di Benedetto (2016) were able to
derive necessary conditions for observability and stabilizability of
the network, in the context of state feedback.

5.5. Networked control systems

A networked control system is a control system where the
control loops are closed through a communication network — see
Fig. 6.

In Sauter et al. (2006), the authors propose an FDI scheme (see
Section FDI) for networked control systems. More recently, the
work in Doostmohammadian, Rabiee, and Khan (2020) leverages
the structural systems’ results to propose a cyber–social system
framework. Lastly, in Zhang and Zhou (2019b), the authors ex-
plore conditions when subsystems satisfy fractional parametriza-
tions.

5.6. Network neurosciences

The works in Pasqualetti, Gu, and Bassett (2019), Tang and
Bassett (2018) and Tu, Rocha, Corbetta, Zampieri, Zorzi, and
Suweis (2018) assess the structural controllability aspects of brain
networks. In Tu et al. (2018), the authors contrast results on brain
structural controllability through the analysis of five different
datasets and numerical simulations. We find that brain networks
are not controllable (in a statistically significant form) by one sin-
gle region. In response to the previous work, in Pasqualetti et al.
(2019), the authors show that brain networks are controllable
from a single region, require large control energy, and feature

distinctive controllability properties concerning a class of random
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etwork models. Finally, the colloquium in Tang and Bassett
2018) overviews the control of dynamics in brain networks. Also,
work-related to brain networks, in the context of using discrete-
ime fractional-order systems, is presented in Pequito, Kar, and
appas (2015) (see Section 3.11).

.7. Multi-agent systems

In the context of multi-agent systems, due to the finite mem-
ry and number of tasks required to perform, it turns out that
heir dynamics are modeled using finite fields. In Sundaram and
adjicostis (2012, 2013), the authors leverage the notions of
tructural controllability and extended the dynamics in the con-
ext of finite fields realizations — see also Section 4.3.

Alternatively, under (regular) structural systems theory (i.e., in-
inite field realizations), a multitude of approaches were pro-
osed. For instance, in Zamani and Lin (2009), the authors address
he structural controllability of multi-agent networks driven by a
ingle agent. In Ouyang, Pati, Wang, and Lu (2018), the authors
onsider the minimum number of leaders that ensure structural
ontrollability (i.e., the leader selection problem), which may be
ecast as an input selection problem. The authors in Partovi, Lin,
nd Ji (2010) study the structural controllability of high-order
ynamic multi-agent systems, and in Guan and Wang (2017) and
iu et al. (2013a) results for switching parametric models are
resented. In Liu et al. (2017), the authors address the actuator
nd sensor placement under possible cost constraints for multi-
gent bilinear systems (see Section 3.5 for more bilinear systems
elated work). In Pequito, Rego, et al. (2014), the authors address
he design of a communication parametric model dynamics that
hould be observable from each agent, and that achieves minimal
verall transmission cost.
In the context of (fully) distributed leader selection, in Pequito,

reciado, and Pappas (2015) and Tsiamis et al. (2017), the authors
ropose a two-level approach. First, the agents determine with
hich agents they need to interact with to ensure structural
ontrollability. Then they pick weights locally that ensure con-
rollability of the overall network. In the same spirit, the authors
n Mehrabadi, Zamani, and Chen (2019) leverage structural con-
rollability properties to propose a parametrization technique to
ttain consensus from a centralized perspective, with a collection
f multiple leaders.

.7.1. Consensus and agreement protocols
In Goldin and Raisch (2013), the authors characterize generic

ontrollability properties for dynamics that implement consensus
lgorithms. It is worth emphasizing that the direct application of
tructural systems results does not ensure the system’s desired
ssessment. In these dynamics, the diagonal entries depend on
he remaining row entries, thus violating the assumption that all
onzero parameters are independent. As an alternative, one can
onsider the settings discussed in Section 4.2.

.8. Power grids

The work in Bhela, Kekatos, Zhang, and Veeramachaneni (2017)
nsures that rank conditions are achieved in the context of
lgebraic differential equations as part of the power-flow op-
imization. In Bhela, Kekatos, and Veeramachaneni (2017) and
hela et al. (2017), the authors assess the identifiability of lin-
arized power grids systems by leveraging structural systems
heory. In Luo, Li, and Jiang (2018), the authors leverage structural
ystems theory to assess its vulnerability. Lastly, in Xiaoyu (2012),
he authors evaluate the structural controllability of electrical
etworks using rational function matrices.
19
5.9. Medical applications

Structural learning is proposed to be used in the context of a
model for dialysis (Cantó et al., 2009). In contrast, in Pequito, Kar,
and Pappas (2015), the authors propose to assess the minimum
number of electrodes required for monitoring electroencephalo-
graphic data (i.e., sensor placement in the brain).

5.10. Network coding

In Campobello, Leonardi, and Palazzo (2009), the authors lever-
age structural systems to impose conditions for network coding in
the context of state–space representation in the spirit of Koetter
and Medard (2003). In Sundaram and Hadjicostis (2009), some of
these ideas are used in the context of sensor networks.

5.11. Science exploration tools

In Liu and Barabási (2016), the authors overview some of the
different applications of structural control as a tool to unveil
features in the context of network science. This application has
attracted interest since 2011 when the paper (Liu, Slotine, &
Barabási, 2011) was featured on the cover of Nature. In the latter,
the authors explore the actuation placement problem and provide
evidence of its correlation with the degree distribution when
nodal dynamics were not considered (Cowan, Chastain, Vilhena,
Freudenberg, & Bergstrom, 2012). More recently, in Liu, Slotine,
and Barabási (2012), the notion of control centrality is introduced.

Among the possible applications, structural systems theory
enables the characterization of networks in classes. For instance,
in Ruths and Ruths (2014), the characterization is upon the par-
tition of dilations in a network. This characterization can also be
used to construct models to attain such characterizations (Camp-
bell, Ruths, Ruths, Shea, & Albert, 2015). More recently, in Chung,
Ruths, and Ruths (2021), the role of dilations is further stud-
ied to understand their implications in the context of structural
controllability of networks.

In Pequito et al. (2017), the authors introduce the notion of
actuation spectrum, which captures the trade-offs between the
minimum number of state variables required to attain structural
controllability in a given number of time-steps. Lastly, in Ramos
and Pequito (2020), the authors provide evidence that several of
the generative models and centrality measures fail to capture the
actuation spectrum of real networks. Therefore, they propose a
novel generative model that builds upon the notion of structural
time-to-control communities.

5.12. Gas turbine and water distribution applications

Fault detection and identification – see Section 2.9 – applica-
tions are considered in Verde and Sánchez-Parra (2007) and Veld-
man - de Roo, Tejada, van Waarde, and Trentelman (2015) for
monitoring gas turbines and water distribution networks, respec-
tively.

5.13. Software routines

Besides the code available by the different authors at their
personal websites and file exchange platforms (e.g., Mathworks),
there are MATLAB toolboxes such as (Geisel & Svaricek, 2019),
C++ (Martinez-Martinez, Mader, Boukhobza, & Hamelin, 2007),
and Modelica and Python (Perera, Lie, & Pfeiffer, 2015).
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. Conclusions and future research directions

This paper overviewed the ongoing research in structural sys-
ems theory, its extensions, and its applications since the latest
urvey conducted by Dion et al. (2003). Most of the problems
eal with linear-time invariant systems, for which we presented
everal key definitions and concepts and provided a glance at
he graph-theoretic tools used to address such problems. We also
verviewed open research directions within the scope of (classic)
tructural systems theory for each of the topics covered. Some
f these can also be studied in the context of other classes of
ystems (e.g., nonlinear and hybrid systems). Additionally, we
rovided a connection with research thrusts that build upon clas-
ic structural systems (e.g., parameters belong to finite fields and
an be linearly dependent). Lastly, we presented different focused
reas where structural systems have been used to assess systems
roperties or to design systems that yield desirable guarantees
e.g., privacy and security). Ultimately, structural systems can
lay a crucial role in the design of cyber–physical systems.
Besides the fundamental research questions in the context

f classic structural systems theory that we pinpointed in our
verview, there are two directions towards a discrete-convex op-
imization in the context of control systems, which we believe to be
ruitful and where structural systems can play a crucial role.

Firstly, structural systems theory can be used as a tool to aid
n finding a solution to optimization algorithms. Specifically, we
an consider algorithms that aim to attain structural systems
roperties (e.g., structural controllability/observability/stability),
hich ascertain the feasibility of the solutions for almost all sets
f parameters. Then, in a second step, the set of parameters
re determined such that they minimize/maximize a desirable
bjective. For instance, consider the following three possible ap-
lications: (i) in Becker, Pequito, Pappas, and Preciado (2020),
he authors use structural systems to ensure that for almost
ll set of parameters, controllability would be guaranteed to
etermine a set of perturbations in the dynamics that improve
he controllability energy (see Section 2.2); (ii) in Pequito et al.
2018), the authors guarantee generic stabilizability properties
or the decentralized control, and then an iterative procedure is
onsidered to find a set of parameters that stabilize the plant —
ee Remark 4; and (iii) in Pequito, Preciado, and Pappas (2015),
he authors determine a fully distributed leader selection to attain
ontrollability. In this case, the problem is decomposed into two
rocedures: (1) determination of the leaders that attain structural
ontrollability; and (2) computation of a set of parameters for the
ocal interactions that ensure (non-structural) controllability of
he network.

Secondly, we envision a structural-convex optimization frame-
ork, where several discrete mathematics algorithms could be

ntertwined with the convex optimization tools already in use in
iscrete-convex optimization — term coined by Murota (2009b)
hat refers to a combination of a first step of discrete optimization
solvable with polynomial time complexity) to cover discrete
nalogues of the fundamental concepts such as conjugacy, sub-
radients, the Fenchel rain-max duality, separation theorems and
he Lagrange duality framework, plus a second stage of convex
or convexification) optimization. A particular example arises in
he process of obtaining suitable convex relaxations that often
nvolve performing a set of operations that lead to a description
f the optimization problem where the only nonlinear constraint
s that of a rank constraint on a matrix of interest (Boyd, Boyd, &
andenberghe, 2004). In this context, we suggest the use of the
eneric rank instead of the rank constraint that is often dropped
rom the optimization problem. In this way, it is possible to
uarantee an upper bound on the rank of matrices with some
tructure. Lastly, it might be possible to leverage the structural
20
similarity between the rank of a transfer function and the Schur
complement to perform some of the algebraic transformations
and ensure some graph-theoretical properties on the generic

rank. Specifically, consider the matrix M(s) =

[
A − sI B

C 0

]
for

which the following holds: rank C(sI − A)−1B = rank M(s) − n,
here A is an n×nmatrix. Now, notice that the grank C(sI−A)−1B
quals the number of vertex-disjoint paths from the inputs to the
utputs in the system digraph G(Ā, B̄, C̄) (see Van der Woude,
991). Consequently, we may potentially design the structure
f the matrices (Ā, B̄, C̄) such that almost all realizations would
ttain a desirable rank, after which we can use conventional
onvex optimization tools.
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